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3. 
I. .INTRODUCTICN 
The problem of treating methods of transmission of' 
wealth is generally referred to as estate planning. This 
should not be construed to imply that wealth is best or even 
ordinarily transferred at death, or for our purpos es , that the 
estate tax is the main hurdle to cross. We, however, do not 
plan to be different, and therefore will refer to the total pro-
blem, which is a process continuing throughout life as well as 
after it, as estate planning. We shall limit our treatment of 
t h is considerable field to one small aspect of it, that is the 
effect of taxation on the various methods of transmitting wealth . 
The purpose of this paper, is to assist the reader in 
evaluating the different possibilities available to him in the 
highly complex matter of effectively distributing his pzuperty. 
One should endeavor t o effect this distribution in as intact a 
condition as possible, consistent with the basic aims of the 
individual program and within the possibilities of' the law. 
The stress should be l aid her e on these two points: (1) to as-
sist in evaluating and (2) as intact as possible. Many excellent 
books and articles are available if one desires information on 
the principles and problems of estate planning as a whole; many 
erudite tex ts treat the laws of estates, wills, and taxation in 
great detail; several services present the tax aspects and/or 
tax computations in all their complexities. These three areas 
of the overall field have been avoided or minimized in this 
discussion. Instead we have attempted to create from these 
above sources an evaluation of the means of transmi ssion of 
wealth consistent with the minimum tax burden, presented in 
relatively simple terms and in one continuous treatment. This 
paper is not intended to be a handbook on the subject, but 
rather aims at presenting a sufficient amount of the field so 
as to give the reader insight into the possible problems in-
volved and some solutions therefor. 
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At the outset, it must be emphasized that tax planning 
is by no means the same as estate planning. Estate planning 
must consider all the factors affecting the disposition of the 
estate. Tax planning is only one aspect of this. Vfuile a sound 
tax plan is essential to a sound estate plan; tax considera-
tions should always be considered as a means of implementing the 
estate plan, not as an end in themselves. Merely because in 
this work little or no attention has been given to conside rations 
other than taxes, it should in no wise be construed to imply that 
taxes are the primary consideration in planning one's estate. 
While taxes are an integral part of estate planning and can make 
substantial dollar differences in the net estate, they should not 
be a llowed to distract one from the principal concern which one 
wishes to accomplish by the distribution of his wealth. 
Several points of tax planning should be noted before 
s. 
further discussion: (1) Tax planning ultimately should be speci-
fic rather than general. The mathematical computational result 
may b e at some variance from the theoretical approach: for ex-
fu~ple , the gift tax rates are fixed at three-quarters of the 
estate tax rates. Thus theoretically you save one-quarter by 
giving away your property. However, in actual operat :i.on, under 
certain circumstances, the total gift tax will exceed t he es tate 
tax; in other situations one can incur no gift tax at all. 
(2) In t ax planning for estates, the effect of the 
gift and income taxes must be included in one's estimates. No 
necess ary correlation among the three types of taxes is present . 
One may benefit or suffer f r om two of them or all three. These 
other taxes are also important in building the estate; however, 
due to the limited size of this paper, taxes involved in this 
process , such as income or capital gains taxes, are largely ig-
nored except as they are incidental to t h e transmission of al-
ready accurnmulated wealth. 
(3) Estate planning must allow for future changes in 
the law. While the future cannot be predicted, an estimate of 
trends can be made. The current trend is generally toward an 
increased t ax burden as government economic requirements increase. 
This points to lower exclusions and exemptions, and the possibil-
ity of an integrated gift and death tax l aw so a s to limit tax 
benefits in the future. Due to the possibility of change , full 
cons ideration of a l l eventualities must be made before effecting 
an irre~ocable transfer . The need for constant review and 
possible revi sion of the estat e program mus t a lways be k ept 
in mi nd . 
(4) Tax planning must be tailor made. Ther efor e, 
there is a need for full information, both financial and per-
sonal , concerning one's assets, li abili ties, beneficiaries and 
aims. 
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In the process of planning one 's affairs, all possible 
s avings s hou l d be considered . However, no t ax saving should be 
planned a t the sacrifice of some other important ob j ective, 
such as liquidity, f lexibility or control. 
The i mportant point is that tax savings should no t be 
used unless they will complement the overall plan. One simply 
should be alert to the t ax savings possibilities which may be 
effect ed without diminishing the achievement of one's princi-
pal objectives. The problem is that often the individual, hav-
ing the natural inclination to minimize taxes, tries to take 
advantage of e very poss ible tax saving at the expense of sacri-
ficing his basic aims. Especially since a device that minimi zes 
his e state today may be included in his estate by the time he 
dies by reason of changes in the tax law, unnecessary or doubt-
f ul transfers from the basic ec onomic point of vi ew should be 
avoided. •saving money is not the only end or the only satis-
faction in life ••.• (one ) should not be led to discolor his real 
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desires and neglect his best interests or those of his family 
by over-emphasis on tax: savings. "~~ On the other hand , to keep 
possible tax sav ngs in mind is perfectly proper and legiti-
mate . "Over and over again courts have said there is nothing 
sinister in so arranging one's affairs as to keep taxes as low 
as possible • • ••• Nobody owes any public duty to pay more than 
the l aw demands ; taxes are enforced exactions, not voluntary 
contributions. "*~~" 
~-r.· 6 , p . 47 {Judge Learned Hand in Commissioners vs . Newman, 
159 F . 2nd , 848 (2nd Ci r., 1947 ) 
II. Lifetime Transmission. 
A. Gifts. 
Major tax s avings are effected most con~only by the 
use of inter vivos transfers, creatim of successive estates, 
or a combination of both. Of these , the simplest method of 
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minimizing the estate tax is to give away one's property while 
living. To be effective a gift may be outri ght or conditional, 
one of a life interest, use, or for a number of years, or with 
a contingent intere st. Vlhil e from a tax point of view the us e 
of gift s is the easiest method, much care and consideration 
must be given before such acti on is taken. The non-tax factors, 
into which we generally will not enter here, are of a special 
importance in this matter.# In addition to this point, tax 
savings by the use of gifts may be exaggerated unless the in-
dividual situation is examined. The most restraining thought 
is that to be valid for tax purposes a gift must be absolut e 
and unconditional . Any possibility of reversion, such as a 
revocable trust, will invalidate a gift. Ostensible gifts 
which do not meet the above conditions will not be considered 
valid. Therefore mere documentary evidence of a gift is not 
# We shall not generally discuss the pros and cons of whether 
or not a gift is advisable. Much of the contents of this 
section will assume that the decision to make a gift is 
basically sound, excluding the tax consideration, and we 
shall merely suggest some of the possibilities available 
to make the transfer to the best advantage consistent wi th 
the purpose of the transfer. 
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sufficient . To qualify~ a complete gift requiros delivery of 
t he property or present title to it during life; therefore, 
ostensibl e gifts which r equire the donor's death before becom-
ing effective will not qualify. "Generally speaking, a donor 
will not achieve any tax saving unless he is prepared t o s trip 
h imself of every vestige of interest, control or benefit in 
respect of the transferred property."* 
The making of a gift, which is a transfer without con-
sideration (or if insufficient consideration, is a gift to the 
extent of the insufficiency), will generally involve a gift t ax . 
The refore, one must compare the net differences between the two 
methods. (In the consideration also must be included a recog-
nition of the income t ax factor applying to the piUperty thus 
transferred.) The rates of the two taxes are fixed by law to 
three-quarters to one, but this is not the true ratio in 
practice. Under certain conditions the gift method might be 
more costly than the estate tax. For example, if a widower with 
three children with pro~rty valued at $100,000 gives it all away 
to his children (assuming he has already used up his lifetime ex-
emption, and ignoring previous gifts) he will have to pay a gift 
tax of $13,625, where as if he leaves it all by will, his estate 
tax will be only $4,800, a savings over the gift tax of $8,825. 
~ile on the other hand, proper use of the annual and lifetime 
gift tax exclusions allows for a s ubstantial t ax free reduction 
* 7, p. 137. 
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in an e s tate. Wi th the u se of the marital deduction to in ef-
fee t divide gifts and double exempti ons , l arge amounts may be 
transferred tax free over a period of years. As suming a family 
of husband, wife and three chi ldren, the husband may give away 
$300 ,000 over a ten-year period by giving the wife $60,000 tax 
1 free under the joint life-time exclusion plus ~6,000 t ax free 
per year to his wife and each child under the joint annual ex-
clusion provision for a gross total of $300,000. (i.e. $6,000 
each to t he four donees for ten years equals $240,000 plus the · 
$60,000 lifetime gift gives the total of $300,000). 
Maximum tax savings will not result by transferring 
all ane's property during life, but rather by g iving away the 
proper amount so as to take full advantage of all possible ex-
emptions under both tax schedules and to keep the total estate 
in the lowest possible tax brackets of each tax. One can t ake 
advantage of gifts to keep most modest estates tax free. A 
man , age 50, with a wife and no children and an estate of 
$240,000, can transfer his total estare to his wife t ax free. 
This may be done by giving the wife $60, 000 outright under the 
joint life exclusion plus $6 ,000 for each of ten years, mak ing 
total gifts of $120,000. Thi s will leave in his estate at 
death $120,000 of which $60,000 will be tax exempt by t he spe ~ ­
cific exclusion and the other $60,000 will b e tax free under 
the provisions of the marital deduction. 
It is essential to remember that other tax f actors 
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besides tax rates must be cons i dered when con~emplating gift s. 
For example , the present val ue of the money used to pay the 
gift tax now, wi th the accompanying loss of income attributable 
to that amount, must be compared to the estate tax which will 
be deferred until death and which one' s heirs will have to pay. 
Al so the value of the property i nvolved is i mportant. If the 
·val ue will rise, it might be well to keep it and allow it to be 
valued a t the time of death; if the value will drop , it may be 
· better not to give it now, with the accompanying high gift tax , 
but wait for the drop and the res ulting lower gift t ax . The 
whole point is that you need predictions and decisions oth~ 
than mer e tax rates. 
The Federal gif t t ax applies to a ll gift s beyond cer-
tain exclusions and exemptions, and is levied on t he actual 
value at the date of the gift.# There are exemptim s and ex-
clusions of $3,000 per donee per year plus a lifetime aggregate 
exclusion of $30,000 of all gifts in excess of the annual ex-
elusion. The gift tax is . computed on the current commulative 
total of ne t taxab l e gifts made since 1932, the effective date 
of the present gift tax law. The gif t tax, like the income tax, 
is a progressive or graduated tax, but unlike the income tax, 
it applies to the cumulative aggregate amount and not to each 
# The basis to the donee (i.e. the recipient) for computing in-
come tax gains for gifts made a fte r 12/31/20 is the same as 
the basis to the donor (i.e. giver of the gift). The basis 
for determining in come tax loss i s the lower of either the 
basis to the donor or the fair market value a t the date of 
gift. 
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year separately. The tax is l evied a t the highest current rate 
with deductions at the current ra te for taxable gifts of pre-
vious years. 
The gift tax shoul d al ways be considered in conjunction 
with the estate tax for, as Congress intended in passing them, 
they supplement each other. (Howeve r , the gift tax, at any 
s tate of progression, is still considerably less t han the esta te 
tax on the same amount ). It might well be noted tha t the trend 
seems to be tov1ard a closer integration of the two, thus mini-
mizing or eliminating altogether the p resent tax benefit accruing 
to the use of gifts. Already we have se en tax benefits reduced 
by the lowering of the gift tax annual exclusion from $5 , 000 in 
1932 to the present $3, 000 . "It se ems entirely possible that •. •• 
(there might be} •••• • an integrati on of the e state and gift tax 
int o a single transfer tax payabl e at the time of death"-:!:-. 
The gift tax applies to many transacti on s which a t first 
do not appear to be gifts and on t he other hand may not apply to 
many transactions which do appear to be gifts. For example, if 
property is purchased unde r a joint tenancy, one-half of the 
value of the property may be a gift to the joint tenant who con-
tributes no consideration toward the purchase. However, 
-z~ 8, p. 238. Also canpare (Federal & State Gift Taxa tion 
proposal for the integrati on and currulation with the 
income tax {1947} - Office of the Tax Legis l ation Couns el 
(which would eliminate present savings through gifts, but 
would not be retroacti ve t o gifts made before its passage.) 
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as is connnon wi th husband and wife, one may become a tenant by 
the entirety. Here the value of the gift is not one-half but 
the a ct uarial value of t he spouses ' interest as compute d by 
a c t uarial tables which consider the respective ages of t he 
spouses ; only if the actuarial a ges of the spouses are ·equal 
will the val ue be one-half. With items such as savings bonds 
and saving s a ccounts , a gift only occurs when a joint t enant 
actually wi t h draws the money for his own benefit. The amount 
of the gift is the amount withdrawn up to one-half of the a c-
count . The essential na ture of the tran saction is i mportant; 
for if one wi thdra.ws the money for use to which t h e grantor is 
l egally obligated, such as to pay bills, it is m t a gift. 
To clarify apparent inconsis tencies, the reader should 
rememb er that the gift tax is a levy on (a) the irrevocable 
and complete (b) transfer (c) of property (d) without any re-
turn for the value transferred. This theory will explain the 
t ax on so-called t ax exempt securities. Securities are t ax 
free a s t o income, but the gift tax is paid on their t ransfer 
(b) . Similarly, care must be taken in the case of relinquish-
ing any rights, such as forgiving a debt; these may general ly 
be sub j ect to a gift tax. (d). It likewise explai ns why 
payments of premiums on life insurance belonging to a nother, 
even if you are the insured, are taxable gifts (d) , yet the 
transfer of the life insurance policy is not a taxable gift 
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unless the assignment is :Jr>revocable (a) and all rights under it, 
such as the right to change the beneficiary or to borrow on the 
policy , a re surrendered to the donee (b). Con versely, t h i s rul e 
explains why it is not a gift to pay for the legal s upport and 
maintenance, including e ducat i on , of your fam.ily, which is no 
more than your lega l obligation, but it is a gift to transfer 
shares of your business to your family without payment or ex-
pected rendering of service to the business (d) , for t his is 
beyond your legal obligation. 
The specific method used to t ransfer the gift will vary 
a ccording to the specific aims and conditim behind the gift . 
Certain special cons iderations apply to g ift s by spous es 
to their children (or others). As pointed out previously , the 
making of a gift involves relinquishing the i ncom e the refrom . 
One common method of circumventing thi s sacrifice is for the 
husband to create a living trust wi t h income to his wife for 
l ife and the principal to his clnldren on her death . The gift 
casists of the value of the life interest to the wif e plus the 
gif t of the value of the future interest in the principal to 
the chil dren . The split-gift provision applies to both gifts , 
although the annual exclusion will not apply to the gift of the 
fut ure interest. 
Previously it was difficult to make a tax free gift to 
minors, for if the gift was in trust it was generally held to 
be one of' future interest and t herefb r e not eligible for the 
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annual exclusion. N'ow a g ift t o a minor, in trust or otherwise, 
will not be considered a gift of future interest, and thus eli-
gible for the annua l exclusion , if the principal and i n c ome may 
be expended for the benefit of the minor and, to the extent not 
so expended, will pass to him at age 21 or to his estate or testa-
ment~ry appointee if he dies earlier. 
A second major class of donors are unmarried persons. 
Ordinarily the unmarried person wh o gives substantial gifts is 
a widow or widower giving to his grandchildren or children . It 
might be argued that such persons should not make gifts be c ause 
their gift t ax, without benefit of the marital deducti on or 
split-gift provisions, would be high. However , this point is 
quickly count ered by the answer that their estate tax , under t he 
s ame conditions, will be even higher , unless of course they will 
remarry. The answer therefor to their problem is to g ive the 
property in the excess of their estimated needs irrevocably to 
their family. 
Previous paragraphs indicate sane of the pitfalls in at-
tempting to circumvent the rules. One typical case showi ng the 
problems resulting from such attempt, are revealed in sales of 
prope rty to affiliated partie~ for less than fair market val u e. 
This often defeats it s primary purpose of saving taxes . This 
re~ults because the purchaser will have the low cost as his 
basis for future capital gains tax and the difference between 
cost and fair market value will be considered a taxable gift . 
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There fore w~ile the property is removed fromthe donor's estate 
and thus escapes estate ta.x , the gift tax and the capital gains 
tax that will resul t may be greater thEn the estate tax that was 
avoided . 
Another problem that always arises is the consideration 
of the choi ce of the property to be given. i1hile this generally 
is not related to taxes as such, one aspect does involve t ax con-
sideration; this is the case with property involving capital 
gains or losses. Where p~perty has a capital loss accrued, it 
is often better to sell the property and take the loss for in-
come tax purposes and then give the cash as a gift. On the oth~ 
hand by giving away such property, such as real estate or stocks, 
at market lows, the gift tax value is minimized. Thi s latter 
course is preferable when the income tax allowances for losses 
and offset against gains have been consumed. Where a c apital 
gain has accrued, it is often best to neithEr give or sell the 
property but to keep it in you r estate. If the property is 
given , the basis is the original cost, which means that a tax 
accrual is in effect being transferred with the property to the 
donee; if sold, the capital gains tax must be paid and thus 
l ess than the full present value is g iven as the gift; if the 
property is kept in the estate, the property will have a bas is 
for val uation a s of the date of death, thus a voiding any need 
for t_. e c apit al gains tax which is generally g reat e r than the 
estate tax. 
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The principle of joint treatment for spouses, familiar 
to us from our income tax, is also avai l able both as to gift and 
estate taxes, only in these instances it is more commonly re-
ferred to as the marital deduction. (Interestingly enough , by 
the payment of joint tax there is a tax free gift to one's 
spouse. This occurs by virtue of the rul ing that in the case 
of joint taxes, either income or gift, the tax may be paid by 
eitrer spouse. Thus, where the wife has a separate income or 
makes gifts jointly, the husband by paying her share of the t ax 
is in effect making tax-free gifts of that amount to the wife .) 
This marital deduction in effect treats all property as t hough 
held jointly by the spouses. Basically it provides tha t one-
half of any gift made to a spouse is tax exempt without need for 
ap plication of the annual or lifetime exclusion and, with the 
consent of the spouse, her gift tax exclusion and exemption, as 
well as one's own, may be applied to gifts to third persons; 
but if this joint election is chosen," it must be applied to all 
gifts made during that year.# It should be noted that the gift 
tax saving resulting from the marital deducti on benefit is 
# Use of this split gift procedure does not always result in 
tax savings. If one spouse has already used up his $30 ,000 
exemption and the spouse who makes the gift has not, i t may 
be better not to split the gift. F9r example, Mr. X gave his 
son $100,000 in 1991, using up his $30 1 000 exemption. Mrs. X 
gave her daughter $50,000 in 1952. If the couple should de-
cide to split the 1952 gift, each will be conside red t o make a 
gift of $22,000 (after allowing for the $ 3,000 excl usions). 
The husband will add thi s amount to his prior gifts of $67 ,000 
($100,000 - $30,000 - $3,000) to figure his tax. The tax on 
the $22,000 will be $4, 620. The tax on the half considered as 
given by Mrs. X is zero, since $22,000 is less than her exemption 
($30,000). If the regular method is used a smaller tax will be 
due: the taxable gift will be $17,000 ($50,000 less $33 1 000 
for . Mrs. X's exemption and exclusicn). The tax will be $952.50 
or $3,667.50 l e s s t han the " spl itting" method wo uld cost. 
one-half, as the half that is excluded is in effect removed 
from the highest tax brackets.# 
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Due to the marital deduction, certain additional con-
siderations must be viewed when gifts to spouses ars contem-
plated. To begin with, although the marital deductions apply 
to both the estate and gift taxes, the marital estate savings 
accrue only where the spouses with the lesser estate survives 
the one with the larger estate, while the gift tax marital de-
duction is assured . On the other hand, outright transfer to 
the wife will involve a second tax on her estate at her death. 
Thus the problem is essentially how much should be given away 
and how much should be transferred at death. (As pointed out 
previously, non-tax considerations are not included in this dis-
cussion; generally speaking however, these other considerations 
should be of as great or greater importance in making t his de-
cision. Here we shall assume that the tax considerations are 
supported by the basic aims of the planner.) From a tax point 
of view, if it is planned eventually to give all the estate to 
the wife, or if it is planned to give none of the estate to the 
wife , the problem is simple. If the wife is to receive all the 
property, either the gift or testamentary method of transfer, 
with their respective marital deducti ons, may be used. On the 
other hand, if the wife is to receive no property, it is best 
# As the spouse's consent is needed to split gifts. it is 
important that the exect'!.tor of the estate authorize this 
consent so that the surviving spouse may give away the 
double amount for the year of death, which will be her 
last opportunity to do so. 
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to mace inter vivos gifts, using the joint gift provisions; be-
cause sin ce nothing will go to the wife at death, there will be 
no marital deduction a t all. If part of the property is to go 
to the wife and part t o others, as is generally the c ase , t he 
problem is largely mathematical and no the oretical sugge s tion 
will be of too great value. On a general basis, ho1ever, t he 
t wo estates might b e equalized as insurance in case the spouse 
with t he smaller estate dies first. This may be done by the 
wealthi er spouse giving enough to the other to balance off t he 
two amounts. By this means the question of who d es first, 
which is crucial in the estat e tax marital deducticn, is avoided, 
for the marita de duction is fully used while living an thus 
the e s tate tax marital deduction may or may not be appl ed as 
i s desired. 
The important features to remember about the g ft t ax 
marital deduction are (1) the marita deduction of the g ift tax 
equal s one-half of the gross property, while the marital de-
duction of the estate tax equals one-half of the net pro.er~y 
after taxes a nd expenses (2) the receipt of the gift marital 
deduction is assured, while the estate marital deduction is re-
ceived only if the wife survives the husband, assuming the hus-
band is the wealthier (3) gifts may reduce the marital educt ion 
amount for the e stat e. 
Under certain conditions an otherwise valid gift will 
be included in the es t ate at death, although the property itself 
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was t r ansferred at rome pr evi ous date . This anamoly of the tax 
laws is the gift min causa mortis" or contemplation of death. 
Basically , the law provides that any gift made within thr e e years 
of death is assumed . t o be made in c ontemplat i on of death and 
therefore includable in one's taxable es tate; how ever, C"'edit 
will be given aga i nst the e s tate tax for any gift tax paid on any 
such gifts . 
'li'Jha t constitutes a transfer in contempla t ion of death is 
a moot qu estion. The only definite criteri B is that if death oc-
curs after three yearn from the date of gift, i pso facto , the 
gift is not considered in contemplation of death. In case s 
falling within the three year pErlod , the size of the gift, its 
relation to one's total property , one's age , health, actual cause 
of death , and the making of a will or othe r testamentary transfer 
at the approximate time , are al l possible factors to be consider-
ed . votive g eneral l y associated wi t h life that might refut e the 
idea of contemplation of death might include such items as desire 
on the part of the oo nor to avoid income tax , reduce responsibll-
ity , train his family in financial affairs, discharge moral obli-
gations, etc. The over-all conditions of and purpose behind the 
transfer are all relevant , b ut ncne may be con clusive. 
An additional use of inter vivos transfers b eyond the es-
tate tax saving is the p ossibility of large income tax saving 
resul ting from the transfer of income producing property. By 
giving this property to his children , for exampl e (this benefit 
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wou ld not apply between spouses due to the split - i ncome prov i -
sion of t he income tax l aw ), one s preads the tax base, t hereby 
eliminating the top tax brackets and possibly gain i n g a n ext ra 
personal exemption on each donee. 
Another advantageous use of gifts should be remembered. 
By ,z ivi n g away property that is non-liquid , su ch as works of 
art or unimprove d r eal estate , the value of the estate, and 
the refore the tax is reduced, which in turn reduces the amount 
of liquid assets which w~uld otherwise be necessary to p ay t hat 
port ion of the tax. This in turn minimizes the need for forced 
liquidation to meet the estate tax . 
Now l et us recapitulate the fundamental tax advant age of 
gift s . F irst, one may b enefit from bo t h the annual and lifetime 
exclusions (both of which are doubled by the use of split-gift 
provisions for married persons.) Second, eve n if t he gifts are 
s ub ject t o tax, the t a x will be subs t antially les s than t he es-
t a te tax on the same property. Third, by making t he gift one 
divides the tax on hi s prope rty between the gift and the e st a t 
tax es , bot h o f which have the i r own exemptions a nd graduated 
rates; this lreeps the pro perty out of the high bracke ts of 
bo t h taxes . Fourth, even if the gift ma y be disal lowed for some 
r eason , one will r e ceive credit on his estate t ax fo r a ny gift 
t a x paid . Fifth, any gift tax paid is money that escapes the 
estate tax, while any e state t ax one's estate pays is i n clude d 
in the taxable estate . Thus, e ven if there were ide ntical ex-
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emptim s and rates, which is not the case, the advantage would 
lie in giving away the p r operty up to the amount of the estate 
tax exemption , rather t han willing it at death. In addt tion to 
these above tax savings, t he dan or often will save income taxes 
by use of gifts; while the g ift itself is not deductible, by 
making gift of the property, t he income attached to it will 
be taxed to the donee wh o probably will have a much lo er tax 
bracket. 
Of course the re are obvious reasons for not savin g the 
maximum possible tax by use of g fts . A natural objection 
would be that the gift tax must be paid now , while the heirs or 
estate will pay the estate tax later. The problem he r e is n 
the immediate value of the money. Also , a fte r considering t he 
net effect of a present gift and he subsequent loss of present 
income an control from both t he gift and t he amount used to 
pay the tax thereon, it is a real problem whether to give pro-
perty as a gift or to l eave it at death . 
B. "Living" Trusts. 
Technically, a trust is a legal device that errects 
the separation of the legal and equitable title to property. 
That is, the trustee holds the legal title to the property, 
under the conditions the donor {grantor) of the property 
specifies in the trust instrument, for the benefit of the 
beneficiary. The benericiary of the trust may be one, or 
divided into income and remainder (principal after the income 
interest has dissolved); the trust may call for payment of 
income 1 income and principal or income and principal at the 
discretion of the trustee. The donor may reserve the right 
to amend the trust, change its beneficiary, or revoke it al-
together. Under Massachusetts law all trusts are considered 
to be irrevocable, unless the desired rights are specified in 
the instrument. Although most tax advantages accrue to the 
.irrevocable type of trust, much thought should be given berore 
one creates a trust that cannot be altered. 
One cardinal principle to observe in planning a 
trust is to conform to the legal restrictions designed to 
keep trusts within a reasonable time limit. This so-called 
"Rule against Perpetuities" basically states that to be 
valid, an interest must vest within twenty-one years after 
the death of any reasonable lives in being at the creation or 
the interest. This twenty-one year period is measured from 
date of creation of the trust if it is a "living trust", or 
fran the date of death if it is a "testamentary trust"; or 
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if a special power of a ppointment or a general t e stamentary power 
is being exercised , from the creati on of the power. While the 
legal considerations are highl~r technical and complex, " this 
(rule) is no gre at hardshi p because ••• a l ittle care in the 
selection of the lives in being will cause any trust to 1 st 
approximately a century"·* 
The living trust is a useful mechanism for the pre-
servati on of property and protection of beneficiaries. In 
addition, it may save death ta...""Ces, the so-called "second" t ax , 
and income t axes for the creator and/or the b eneficiary . Tte 
possibility of tax savings vary with the condition of the trust. 
~hile a legally revocable trust is a separate en tity 
with income and princ ipal belonging to the beneficiary, tax-wise 
the grantor is taxed on the income as though he made no transfer, 
and the principal will be included in his taxable estate. While 
seemingly inequitable, this is necessary for the government; 
otherwise everyone would do thi s and thus keep control of h is 
property while avoiding taxe s on it . The tax law looks t o the 
economics rather than t he legality of the affair. The fact 
that the grantor is free to enjoy the benefit of the prope r ty, 
even t ough he doesn't choose to, makes it taxable to him. 
Therefore , if it is revocable only with the consent of one with 
a substantial adverse interest outside of the donor's control, 
it is considered tax exempt from an income tax point of v iew, 
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which makes the revocability to any degree the test. A 
similar problem is found where the donor cannot revoke, 
but a third person has the power to revest the property to 
the donor. The income tax liability depends here on whether 
he is an adverse party or not. 
The whole estate tax problem can be solved, therefor, 
simply by unconditionally divesting oneself of the property; the 
cru~ is the total divesture. If the donor retains the right 
t o income he will be subject not only to the obvious income tax 
but to the estate tax as well. Other reserved benefits will gen-
erally have the same effect as retaining income. The test as 
' t o income tax liability also covers distributions for which the 
donor would ordinarily have had to use his own funds, suCh as 
an irrevocable trust with income to pay the donor's insurance 
premiums . Though irrevocable, it is still for his benefit 
and thus taxable to him. Another example would be if income 
is used to discharge legal obligations such as support of one's 
family; the income is taxable to the extent so used. 
Also generally ~ubject to income tax are short-term 
trusts reverting to the grantor within ten years or, if payable 
to charity, within ten to fifteen years, or if the grantor 
beneficially reserves certain administrative powers such as 
substantial incidents or ownership or control of the property. 
(There is no tax under the above provisions if the death of the 
beneficiary is the cause of the reversion.) Likewise, the 
power to control the beneficial enjoyment of income or princi-
pal will make the income taxable to the donor. The question 
of whether a principle t hat will make an otherwise irrevocable 
trust subject to income tax will also make it subject to estate 
tax is not definitely settled as to all points. Revers i onary 
interest , life-time control of benefits as to income or principal, 
etc ., are definitely taxable if held by the donor , but not if held 
by a third independent person. Therefore there may be a difference 
between the income and the estate tax rule on any specific trust. 
Generally the determination to create an irrevocable 
living trust is prompted by a _desire to attribute the income 
therefrom to a second party, and to eliminate the value of the 
principal from one's estate. I f one is in effect, the second 
point generally will also be effective.# 
There are many possible arrangements availabl e to ac-
complish either or both these aims. For exrunpl e, the use of a 
short- term irrevocable trust will enable one to escape tax on 
the income during the life of the trust, yet have the principal 
returned to him. The requirement to accomplish this is t hat 
the trust will last at least ten years before possibi lity of 
r eversion, unless reversion occurs previously due to the death 
of the income beneficiary (regardless of whether her l ife ex-
pectancy is ten years or not). 
#Trusts are taxed on similar principles as individuals . 
"Simple " trust s , requiring a distribution of all current 
income, .have a personal exemption of $300. (to cover capital 
gains); all others have a personal exemption of $100. They 
all receive t he $50. and 4% credit for dividend income. Dis-
tribution of current income will be taxed to the beneficiary 
and deducted by the trust. Any exc es s dedu ction, excluding 
charity, and any unused capital gain or operating loss carry-
overs, are allowable as deductions for the beneficiary in the 
year the trust terminates. 
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The possible tax advantages for irrevocable trusts for 
the donor is that there is no tax on the income derived from 
it and the property is not included in his estate. The ad-
vantages for the donee are primarily that he can get most of 
the benefits of possession of the property without it being 
taxed in his estate. For example, he may have the benefit 
of life income with the trustee having discretion to pay 
principal; he may have the power to dispose of the property at 
his death, except in favor of his estate or creditor.s; the trustee 
may have discretion to distribute income with ad justment for the 
donee's current personal income. This "sprinkling" among the 
donee -and/or other beneficiaries niakes it possible to distribute 
income among those wi th the lowest tax brackets. This device 
can be used for almost any purpose ~xcept to pay legal obliga-
tions of the donee and still avoid income tax to the donee. 
The beneficiary may have the power to demand principal if the 
demand depends on some external standard cited in the instru-
ment. He may draw up to an "ascertainable standard11 relating 
to his "health, education, support or maintenance," without 
the principal amount being taxable to his estate. 
Transfers depending on the grantor's death will be 
inc2udab2e in his estate if he has greater than a 5~ re-
versionary interest, either by the .terms of the instrument 
or by effect, such as failure to provide for ultimate dis-
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position of the property. This reversionary interest is 
valued at 5% of the value of the transferred property, 
computed by use of actuarial mortality tables. With trans-
fers made after October 8, 1949, transfers are considered 
to take effect at the donor's death if possession or enjoy-
ment can be had only by surviving the donor, or in fact 
by surviving the donor (even though an alternative method 
is provided in the instrument.) The mere fact of survi-
ving the donor is not alone sufficient to include the 
property in his estate. As the rule is 5% valued at the 
date of death, it is best to have the instrument provide 
for all possible contingencies of disposition and eliminate 
all possible reversionary clauses; this is because it is 
easier to eliminate all these contingencies that might 
cause reversion than try to determine exactly when one will 
die . 
An especially effective means of accummulating 
wealth for the benefit of a minor is afforded by irrevocable 
living trust. A tax free gift may be made in trust to be 
accummulated up to the age of twenty-one and then paid to 
the minor, if the trust provides that the principal and/or 
income may be expended for the benefit of the minor before 
he reaches his ma jority, or if he dies before twenty-one, 
the amount not so expended will be taxed to his estate. 
If these conditions are met, the gift is that of a present 
interest and will benefit from the annual exclusion. As 
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the income from the trust is taxed to the trust, as a separate 
entity, rather than to the donor , material income tax savings 
wil l resul t. If gifts to the minor already exceed the maximum 
annual exclusion , the condi t ions s tated above need not be met, 
f or in Massachusetts the total income may be accumulated to any 
age and then paid n fu 1; thus the savings will be on the i n-
come tax differential rather than t he gift tax. By the creation 
of a separate trust for each chil d , se veral tax entities will 
exis t and thus all the income may be distributed to each child 
with the benefit of a $300 trus t exemption plus a $600 personal 
exemption plus the benefit of the lowest tax brackets in each 
case. No physical segregation (actual division of the property) 
is necessary to create separate trusts. 
A discretionary trust is one under which the trustee 
may pay out income and/or principal, or not, as he wishes. 
The i ncome is taxed to the t rust if it is not distributed . 
Distribution may be made only for emergency purpose s to avoid 
the possibility of income tax complications. Such a complica-
tion is the so-called "5-year throw-back rule" which basically 
provides tha t deferred payment of accumulated income ill be 
adjust ed for increased income t ax Which would have been pa d 
if the distribution was made in the year earned. I ncome can 
be accumulated without fear of t his rule if it is for the 
benefit of a minor, and will be paid out at age twenty-o
6
e 
(this throw-back rule does not app y to simple trusts where 
all income is currently distributed, or to final distributions 
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made a f ter nine years from the last transfer of p roper t y t o 
t he trust.) There is a $2,000 annua l exclusion plu s an 
exclu sion for emergency payments. The trust is exempt f r om 
thi s rul e, therefore, if the amounts involved are under 
$2,000; thus it can be avoided by creating separat e trusts 
for each beneficiary, thereby providing each with the s p r ead-
out base and the resulting $2,000 exemption. 
If the trustee has discretion as to payments of 
income and principal 1 income will be taxed to the donor un-
less half the trustees are not subservient to the wi s hes of 
the donor. Thus you may have a corporation and your wife 
as trustees and remain tax free because only the wife is 
subj ect to your wishes. 
To sum up the tax situation of trusts: 
1. Estate Tax: The principle of a living 
trust is taxed as part of the donor's estate if the donor 
reserves the power to revoke, amend or alter the trust so as 
to effect a substantial change in the beneficial interest in 
the property; if the donor reserves the right to income fr om 
the trust; or the actuarial value of a possibility of rever-
sion t o the donor is greater than 5% of the value of the 
property at the date of death, and it is considered a trans-
fer to take effect at death. 
2. Gift Tax; There is a gift and therefore a 
possible gift tax whenever there is ~irrevocable disposition 
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of property. Where a fractional interest in a trust is g iven, 
either as to income or remainder, only that fractional part 
will be subject to tax. Now the $3,000 annual gift tax ex-
clusion may apply to remainder interests, all of which are 
future interests. For example, gifts of income for life with 
the po er also to pay out principal is a complete gift even 
though the possible capi tal distribution may compli-cate the 
val ue of the life interest. 
3. Income Tax: Generally speaking the income of 
a trust is t axed to the donor if he reserves any i~terest in 
the trust whether it b e as to income, remainder or principal, 
or if he rese r ves the right to revoke or amend the trust , 
alone or with the consent of a person not having a substantial 
adverse interest; if the donor reserves the right to det ermine 
who gets the income and/or the remainder; if the trust s 
created for the benefit of someone to whom the donor owes a 
legal duty and the income is used to discharge that duty, even 
if the trust is irrevocable and in every other way meets the 
test of income tax exclusion (e.g. a trust set up for the bene-
fit of a minor child and the income used for his maintenance or 
eduction); if the trust is created essentially for the benefit 
of the danor and not for the benefit of others --where the 
donor retains business control after a gift, this rule should 
be considered. 
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1. Charit abl e Trus t s . 
The tax aims of charit able transfers are tha t 
the donor of int er vi vos charitable gifts des ires an i ncome 
t ax deduction fo r the value of the gift up to the maximum 
all owance; a deduction for .t he total value of the gift for 
the gift tax; to exclude the income therefrom f or i ncome 
tax ; and i f testamentar y, desires a deduction for the chari-
table gift for his net estate. The use of a charitabl e trust 
can avoid tax on income even if the life of t he trust i s less 
than two years, if the beneficiary is a school, hospital or 
church, but if the right to receive back the principal is 
va l ued greater t han 5% of the property, the sum going to the 
charity will not be allowed as a charitable deduc tion for 
your i ncome tax. 
A prime advantage of a charitable gift . while livi ng 
i s that income t ax rates are much higher t han death tax r ates ; 
therefore it pays to get the maximum income tax deduct ion f or 
one' s gifts . Such gifts may be outright, by trust, or i n t he 
f orm of a foundation. 
The use of t he charitable trust with a life i nc ome 
reserved to one's family is a multiple effective ins t rument , 
and wil l demonstrate the possible tax advantages of chari t ab l e 
trusts . For example, if one creates an irrevocable trust with 
life i ncome to his daughter and grandchildren (already bor n ) 
and a t their death the principal is to go to a coll ege , hos-
pital, etc., there i s a charitable gift of the value of the 
~uture interest. The value depends on the ages of the 
persons i nvolved and the conditions of transfer. The 
grant or may deduct the future interest value for his gi~t 
t ax computation and also for his current year's income tax 
up to 30% of his adjusted gross income. If perchance the 
donor should die within 3 years of the gift and the gift 
be considered in contemplation of death, the donor's 
es tate will receive an estate tax deduction for the gift. 
Also at that time the life interest ~eneficiary would b e 
older, thus reducing the actuarial 'discount for the future 
interest value, giving an increase in the amount of the 
deduction.# In addition, of course, the amount of income 
tax on the property would be taxed to the beneficiary and 
not to the donor, generally at a much lower rate. 
With a charitable trust with an income to one' s 
f amily, one must be careful not to allow an indefinite 
p3.yment of principal to the life beneficiaries, for thi s 
might cause the charitable amounts to be considered too 
indefinite to be valued. .All that is really required is 
a 11 presentlyascertainable" value; this standard is quite 
liberal. "The leading case (on this point) is Ithica Trus t 
Company v. United States, 279 u.s. 151 (1929), where the 
#A trust such as described above is a particularly excellent 
vehicle to avoid capital gains tax. If you have property 
with a large capital gain, you should give it as the corpus 
of the trust. The current market value will be the value of 
the trust, and therefore the basis of computing the chari-
table gift. If it is desirable to sell the property, the 
donor would have to pay the capital gains tax if he sold 
it, while if the trust sells it the gain is tax exempt, f or 
the gain here is considered to be permanently set aside for 
the charity. 
will authorized principal to be used in wh~tever amount s 
"that may be necessary to suitably maintain (the life 
tenant) in as much comfort as he now enjoys". Some 
standard, at least, was thus laid down ••• (and therefore) ••• 
the remai nder was held deductible 11 i~ An example of two 
liberal terms whi ch lost the deduction are instructions 
to use discretion with "liberality" for the lif e tenant' s 
" comfort, support, maintenance and/or happiness"i~. "How-
ever it should be borne in mind that all these cases are 
based on situations ••• where the court finds that it is 
tu~likely that the discretionary power to invade principal 
will ever be exercised."* Therefore, one must be very 
careful to keep di scretionary powers over principal both 
limited and specific . 
III. Testamentary Transmission • 
• . Genera!_Considerations. 
The first section of thi s work desired to give 
the reader insight into the various avenues through which 
to transfer propert y while living, with the resulting tax 
advanta. es and drawbacks. The second section shall attempt 
to accomplish the same ends as the first, only this time 
the treatment shall be designed to fit the testamentary 
manner of transmission. There can be no absolute division 
of the two means ; just as the tax laws are constructed to 
over ap to some degree as to both inter vivos and testa-
mentary transfers, so must the individual design his 
financial plans. 
The tax situation creates an insidious and often 
over-looked problem immediately upon your death. The f act is 
that the ordinary death and attendant legal expenses will make 
large inroads on the cash available to the estate. · The bal-
ance mB.y be insufficient to pay the estate tax when due. In-
asmuch as the executor nmy be surcharged (i.e. compelled to 
restore the loss to the estate) for any penalties assessed 
by reason of any late payment, he ordinarily will be under 
pressure to liquidate quickly even if realiza t ion losses are 
incurred thereby. This occurs more often than might be 
realized. Cases in point are ones involving large interests 
in closely held businesses with no active market; large blocks 
of l isted securities; and large holdings of real estate or 
securities when death occurs at market low. In all these cases, 
forced liquidation generally results i n large l osses. This 
liquidation i s i nevitable since the tax may not be pa d "in 
kino", but only with dollars. Methods of compensating for 
this problem must be considered. Ideally, the solution i s 
to keep one's estate sufficiently liquid so all expenses and 
taxes may be me t by disposal of readily salable property; 
however, this is not alws.ys possible. In the followin 
sections various means of accomplishing thi s , as well as 
other goals, will be discussed. 
The first problem basic to testamentary transfer 
i n general as well as for tax aspects is the desired dis-
tribution of the property. Thus the first objective in 
testamentary transfer should be to set down these desires 
in a properly drawn will. The general reasons for leaving 
a will are fundamental to your beneficiaries' best interests; 
from a tax viewpoint they are also of importance. Many of 
the testamentary problems of taxation discussed below de-
pend upon who receives the. property and by what means. 
Without a will the most effective method will often be 
lost. Without a will the estate passes purely by the 
laws of descent , and one's wishes and the best interests 
of hi s family may not be considered. 
The method of distribution, under Massachusetts 
law, which is fairly typical, provides that a widow with 
children receives one-third and the children two-thirds 
of the estate; without children, the widow receives $10,000 
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plus one-half of the balance, and the rest of the estate g oes 
to next of kin. This method of distrib u tion will remove or 
limit many tax advantages. Obvious examples are the less than 
full advantage of the marital deducticn, avoidance of a " second" 
tax, and incidence of the burden of the estate tax. 
The tax consequence of estate planning are often mo re 
extensive than at first believed. An example in point i s the 
problem of double state taxation due to double domicile. The 
New England states have reciprocal arrangements with each 
other; however, maintenance of two homes, one in another 
state, should a l ways be attended with careful est abli shmen t of 
which is the legal residence. Intention is not the important 
factor, but r ather the trend of behavior, such as where one 
vo tes, registers his car, etc. 
Property with capital gains deserves special attent on 
in testamentary planning . 'Capital gains expire at death be-
caus e the es tate pays a death tax on the value at the date of 
death. No consideration is given for gain or loss as computed 
on the purchase price. ThErefore, if f easible from an economic 
point of v i ew, it is often well to keep property with accrued 
or potential capital gains, rather than to sell the pro perty. 
Property may be given away while living, but then t he 
donee must pay the tax on the gain when the property is sold, 
as the basis to t he donee is the same as the basis to the donor . 
Thus gift tax is paid on the present value of the gift, while 
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the donee will have net cash, if he sells it at the present 
value, less the tax on the capital gain . 
If, however, the gift is to a charity, it would be 
better to give it during life, up to the maximum charitable 
income tax allowance. An eleemosynary donee need pay no in-
come or capital gains tax and therefore both the donor and 
the donee will benefit. The donor receives an income tax de-
duction, pays no capital gains tax, and receives t he exemption 
for his estate tax. The donee receives the full value of the 
property before any deduction for either capital gain or . es-
tate tax. 
B. concept of the Federal Estate Tax. 
A primary concept to be understood, before undertaking 
any study of the problem of the estate tax, is the proper un-
derstanding of the nature of the es tate tax and upon what it 
is levied. The amount subject to the tax is called "the gross 
estate", an artificial conception of the tax laws. Because 
the tax is on the right to transfer property, not on the 
property itself, this gross estate includes many varied types 
of property, some of which do not seem at first glance to be 
properly includable. Such property items may include, in 
addition to pr ope rty owned by the decedent at his death, life 
insurance, gifts made in contemplation of death, property sub-
ject to certain powers of appointment, revocable gifts, revo-
cable trusts, gifts intended to take effect at death, etc. 
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The only property not subject to Federal estat e tax is r eal 
estate loca t ed outside t he United Sta t es. Even so-called 
tax-exempt se curiti es are included; t he tax exemption applies 
only to the income and not to the se c uri t es t hems elves. 
second primary con cept is the "adjusted gross est a te," which 
s bas ically the g ross estate less deb ts, adminis t ration costs, 
liqu dati on losses, and other death expenses. Certain de-
ductions a r e allowabl e : most important are t he $60 , 000 ex-
empt on and the marital and charitable deduct ens; in a ddi-
ti on , there are cer tain c redits a llowed against t he tax itself. 
The fi r s t of these cred t s is that for the Sta t e estate tax. 
s the Stat e tax is always a t least as much as the credit , the 
effective total tax is the Federal tax plus any amount of the 
State tax ov er the credit. Thus the Feder a l tax, comput ed 
withou t thi s credit, will give a relatively true tax pic ture. 
There i s a l so a credit for gift tax previously paid on property 
inc uded in the estat e such as causa mortis gifts, u p to the 
actual estate tax liability. This point is important when t he 
value of the property drops from the date of gift to the date 
of death. However, there i s no gift tax credit if t he gift was 
to a s pouse and is i n cluded in the marital deduction pro~ rty . 
Only where part of the gift, plus the rest of the bequests to 
the spouse, exceeds the marit a l deduction limit, will this 
exc ess be eligible for the cre di t . 
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c. Burden of the Tax. 
One's executor will have to pay the tax on the es t ate , 
but it is up to the test ator t o de cide which beneficia ry will 
actually provide the money. Th e tax may be paid as one of t he 
debts of the estate and in effect have the re siduary beneficiary 
b e a r the burden, the tax may be charged pro rata against each 
beneficiary's share. Even non-probate property, such as life 
insurance, and tha t subject to powers of appointment , mus t bear 
its p r o rata share of t he tax . However, property transf e r r e d 
i n con templa tion of death, jo nt property and revo cable trusts 
are n ot so burdened. In all other cases, unl e s s a choice is 
stated, the l aw will govern. The choice between t he s e two 
methods of transmission is not essentially a tax matter, b ut 
rather a method of d ividing property among the beneficieries. 
iJrhere the property is l e ft to a s urviving spouse or 
charity, the method chosen will affect the tax because t he 
marital and charitable deductions are measured by the ac ual 
amount passing. If t he tax is taken from the spouse's or 
charity's share of the e state, the marital or charitable de-
ducti ons will be reduced by the amount of the tax. The will 
shoul d be arranged so t hat the adjusted estate will equal the 
residual share, and should give one -half of the residual share 
to the wife and one-half to the rest of the beneficia ries, pro-
viding that all expenses and t axes b e paid f rom the second 
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half. The probl em is complicated if much property is l ef t out-
side of the will, such as insurance or joint property. Under 
these condit ions one must give the wjS e half of his probate 
assets plus one-half of h is non-probate assets. In most cases 
it s not too important if the amount pas s ing t o the wife is a 
bit over or b e low the exact marital deduction amount. One 
could arrange to leave greater than the marital deduction amount 
and have the wife disclaim the excess. However , there is the 
problem that this discl aimer may be considered a taxable gift , 
but thi s question can be a voided by disclaiming in favor of a 
charity. 
If the marital deduction amount is no t specifically 
exempt from the t ax, there is the problem of the tax depend-
ing upon the amount of the marital deduction; yet the marital 
deduction is net after taxes. Thus the t wo become inte rdepend-
ent , and highly compl icated computations are ne c es sary to ar-
rive at the mut ually dependent sums . Trds probl em will be 
avoided if the marital deduction amount is exempted from tax 
by the instrument , or the marital deduc tion amo nt is well above 
one-hal f the ad justed gross estate. 
The refore, with spec i fic beques t s , especially for 
mari tal deduction purposes, one should insure that the residual 
estate bears the total tax burden; this will cover property 
passing under the will. For non-probate property, specific 
instructions to this effect should be provided. If the pro-
bate residue is insufficient,~~ one should cite alternative 
sources to pay the tax . One must em sider that the residua l 
est a t e will be se verely depleted, especially in the case of 
overlooked non-probate property, such as a taxable power of 
~pointment. 
D. Valuatia1 Problems. 
There is often a problem of valuation in the cases 
of assets not having well-defined fair market values. Thus 
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the question of prime importance in many estates i s what can 
be expected as to the tax able valuation of a business i n-
terest.# There is a possibility of a valuation well beyond 
one's estimates. For example: 
Value of net tangible assets 
Ave rage net earnings-5 previous year s $35,000 
Minus earnings from tangible assets 
(8% of $80,000) 
Earnings resulting from good-will 
Va ue of good-Iill ($28,600 capi-
talized at 15%) 
Total value of business 
6 ,400 
$28,600 
$80 , 000 
190 , 600 
$270 , 600 
# "The Bureau of Internal Revenue approach to the valuation 
of a business for an estate tax stat ement is often 
Johnsonian: • ••• • Johnson (one of the executors) ••••• on 
being asked what he really considered to be the value of 
the property which was to be disposed of, answered ~•·we 
are not here to sell a parcel of boilers and vats, but 
the potentiality of growing rich beyond the dreams of 
averice ' " (Samuel Johnson, A Biograph, by J. W. Drutch, 
p . 505) 7, p. 161. 
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If no allowance is ma de for this high valuation, 
and no liquid assets are available to pay the tax on t he 
added value , the executor may have to liquidate the bus iness 
to ge t c a sh f or the tax, with a ll the negat ive affects 
of a forced sale of a f amily bus i ne ss. 1:£10 eliminate t h is 
type of problem, one must be sure to value all h is assets, 
espec ially t he indefi n ite onffi, a t the hi ghest possible 
value , for his o~n use; when estimating the value for a 
tax return, h owever, one ahould consider the minimum 
f ai r market value f a irly as siE,ned to the p rope rty. An al -
ternative solution is to bring one's fami l y into the busine ss 
by g iving them part of the intere st . This will reduce 
the amount of the estate , and the corresponding tax. One 
method woul d be to s e ll the amount to them as an annuity 
(i.e. compute the value of the shares to be sold and f igure the 
an...nui ty that amount would buy). The purchasers woul d pay that 
annual amount each year as payment for the interest . Thus, 
n o part of t he interest, or anythint; remaining in p lace 
of it, would be taxed to the estate. If the price is fair, 
there is no · ~ift, a nd t he refore no gift tax. However , there 
will be the problem of a possible large capi tal gain s tax, 
or t ax on the i ncome from the annuity. But even if the net 
tax result yields no advantage, the busines s will have been 
kep t in tact for the family. 
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The use of buy and sell agreements is another method 
to fix fair valuation. The agreement must be binding on both 
parties during life and be at arm's length. One method of ef-
fecting this is to finance the purchase with a life insurance 
trust. If the es tate sells the interest to the others in the 
business, there will be no capital gain because of the new 
basis at the date of death. 
A third possibility to solve the tax payment problem 
is now available to the family corporation . The redemption 
by the corporation of the stock of the decedent will be con-
s idered a return of capital and not a dividend, if the amount 
of the redemption does not exceed the estate and inheritance 
taxes with interest, plus funeral and administration expens es, 
and if the value of the company stock included in the gross 
estate i s over 50% of the taxable estate or 35% of the gross 
estate, and the redemption occurs within a specified period 
of time after death. This of course assume s that the company 
will be in a sufficiently liquid positian to buy the stock 
and will be willing to do so. 
Several other possibilities are available in a case 
of indef i ni te value.# 
# The two principal methods presently in use for the valuation 
of business interests in the absence of good market compari-
son are! (1) price times net earnings: the average annual 
earnings for a 3 to 5 year period times a ratio applicable 
to that particular type of business. The value thus ob-
tained includes the value of both the tangible and intangible 
assets: the special factors of that type of business will be 
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One solution might be to make a gift of a smal l part 
of the property, such as a f e shares of a family corporation, 
sufficient to require a gift tax return. From the treatment 
of t he gif t ax return,insight may be obtained into the probable 
estate value of the assets without much expense. With chattels 
of indefinite vs.lue, such as objects of art , it is often best 
to sell them now, or give as a gift, or bequeath to your wife 
with the power to disclaim in favor of a charity. 
To protect against change in market val ue of the as-
sets of the estate, the exe cutor of the estate has the option 
on the estate tax re turn to value the estate at either th~ date 
of death or one year thereafter. Howev er, the value is the 
exact disposal value if sold or distributed in between these 
t wo dates, and no allowance for decrease of value due merely 
to lapse of time such as deprec i$ion or depletion will be a l -
loied. The optional valuation must b e c l aimed on the return 
and filed on time or the right to so value wil l be lost, and 
once having so valued, it is irrevocable. 
# reflected by t he particular ratio used (the c l assifications 
and ratios a re based on Moody's Investors Service data): 
(2) an apportionmen t of tangible and intangible asset valua-
ti on: the average annual earnings for a 5-year period, less 
an al l owance o~ 10% return on the ~air value (not book 
value) of the t angible asse ts will give the taxable ave rage 
earnings attributable to the intangible asse ts (i.e. good-will ). 
This amount will be capitalized on the basis of fi ve years 
purchase (i.e. 5 times). The val ue of t he good-will i s added 
to the tangible assets for the total value. However, "the 
figure for determination of the return of tangible assets 
might be reduced from 10% to 8% or 9%, and that the per cent 
for capitalization of the return upon intangibles might be 
reduced from 20% to 15%"' (Appeals and Review Memoranda, 
34, C.B.-2, p. 31)* 
* 4, P• 132. 
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E. Joint Property 
Like life insurance, jointly owned property is often 
believe d to be tax exempt inasmuch as it passes autom t cally 
without listing in a will; this belief, however, is erroneous. 
Unless the executor can prove otherwise, the total val ue of 
jo nt property will be included in one's estate (assuming one 
dies before the other joint tenant). The b urden of proof is 
on the taxpayer; the source of the contribution tha t paid for 
the property is the decisive factor, but this i s difficult to 
prove due to the problem of tracing t he evidence and fre quent 
absence of essential records. 
In many respects the problem of joint t enancy is simi-
lar to the problem of d. rect versus i ndirect b equests n en-
e ral. The advan tage is assured immediate and full receipt and 
use, and qualification f or the marital deduction ; t he dis -
advantage is the second tax on the property so left. Manr of 
t he other previous disadvantages accruing to concurrent owner-
ship (i.e. joint tenancy by the entirety , etc. ) have been al-
leviated. For example, one can now take full deduction in 
comput ing his adjusted estate for debts , expenses of adminis-
tration , etc., even if these are greater than the amount of 
property included in the probate estate, if paid before the 
date of filing of the estate tax return. Likewise, all joint 
pro~rty , both real and personal, currently included n the 
taxable estate will give the survi i g joint tenant the basis 
at the dat e of death.·:-
* I.R.c . Par. 1014 (b) 9. 
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Joint tenancy has a spe c ial adv antage in the case of 
real estate. Here spous e s c an pu t t he property in joint names 
with option of declaring the t ransacti on a gift or not, as de-
sired . If they do no t e l ect to do so , there rna be a g ift 
when the joint ovnership terminat es. (e g. when i t is sold an 
half the receipts go to the wife ,) exc ept in the case of t he 
death of one of the owne rs . This same rul e applies t o the c s t 
of improvements of such property and to payments on indeb t ed-
ness on the property. This l at t er provision al l ows one to take 
advantage of the annual gi f t exclusion for such payments. 
further advantage , as mentioned above , is that when the spo se 
that actual l y paid for the pro p erty dies, the income tax basis 
to the survivor s the deat h date value of the prope r ty, not 
the cost. Thes e gifts apply only to real property; ith per-
sonal property, a taxab l e gift is made a t the time of the 
creation of the joint tenancies , except as t o joint bank a c -
count s or savings bonds, where the gift i s so considered to be 
made at the t ime the money is actually withdrawn for the benefi t 
of the joint tenant who did not contribute t h at amount . 
In general , therefore, concurrent ownership is an i deal 
method of immediate , s i mpl e and complete transfer. The primary 
prob lem with jointly held property is its inflexibility and its 
subje ction to a second t ax . Because of this di sadvantage, pro-
perty held jointly with a wife should be included in c omputing 
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the marital deduction property . It might well b e said that 
unless it is to qualify for the marital deduction, or for 
special purposes, such as a bank a ccount for a liquid source 
of tax and death payments, a family home, or special persona l 
pr operty, i t is generally not to one's t ax advantage to keep 
p r operty in join t nama s. 
F . Powe rs of Appointment 
A power of appointment i s a power given by one per s on 
( the donor ) to another (the donee) to det ermine who shall enjoy 
t he property or the income deri ved the re from (the appo i n t e e).# 
"Whatever the form of a power of appointment, the holder of the 
powe r is not the benef i cial owner of the int e rest sub ject to 
the power , but is vested with aut hority, either qualified or 
unqualified, to select the beneficial owner."~:- The aim of a 
powe r of appointmen t is to provide flexibility in the distribu-
tion of an es t ate . The problem inv olved is that it mu s t be de-
cided n ot on l y whe the r to creat e the power, but from a tax 
vi ewpoint it is especially i mportant whether to exercise the 
power. 
Po ers of a p pointment are d ivided into t wo ma i n cate-
gories; general powers, whereby the power ma y be exercised for 
the benefit of anyone a t all , including the donee; and special 
# power of appointment is not always labeled as such. For 
example, if you are under a company pen sion plan wher eby a 
sum wil l be paid to your beneficiary if you die prior to 
retirement, it may be cons dered a power of' appointment 
over that sum and included in your estate. 
~f- 20, P• 456 . 
or limited p o re rs, whereby the appointees are restric t ed or 
s pecified. From a t ax point of v iew t he distinction betwe en 
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the t wo divisions is all important. Another decisi ve t ax f a c tor 
i s the date of the power. 
If a power is created pri or to October 22, 1942, it s 
subject to tax ( e state tax if exercised by will, or in c ontem-
plation of death; and gift tax if exercised dur ng the donee's 
l ife) only if it is general and it is exercised. Less t han 
general powers creat ed prior to October, 1942, are not l iable 
to any tax , whether exercised or not. If a power is c reat ed 
a f ter October 22, 1942, i t will b e subject to tax if it s 
general, whether o r not it i s exercised. Less than general 
powers are still not sub ject to tax~ 
The taxable de f inition of exactly what is classifi ed 
in t he category of general powers of a ppointment is that t he 
power is exercisable in the favor of the decedent, his estate, 
his c re ditors or t he creditors of h i s estate. Even if it 
fal ls within these broad definitions, it will be considere d 
as a specia rather t han a general power if it a ctual l y is 
limi t ed . For example , if the power to consume pri nci pal is 
limited by an •ascertai nable standa rd" r e l a t ing to the de-
cedent's "health, education, support or maintenance " it is 
not gener a l and the refore no t taxable; or if the powe r is 
exercisable only wi t h t he consent of the donor of the power, 
or a third person having a substant ial adverse interest (with 
a pre-1942 power, the adver se interest e lement is n ot nece ssary 
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to exclude it from tax), the power i s not general and thus non-
taxable . A taker i n defaul t (i.e. the one who would r e ceive 
the property subject to the power, if the power were not ex-
ercised) is considered to be one with an adverse interest. 
The only method available t o avoid tax on a post-1942 
g eneral power of a ppointment is for the donee to renounce or 
disclaim the power within a reas onable per iod after it is of-
fer ed to h m or he learns of i t. Any other course will make 
him liable for the tax on t he property. Mere po ssession at 
death includes i t in his estate; exercise during life makes 
it li ab le for a gift tax ; and release or l apse also makes 
it liab e for tax. However, a tax b enefit i s allowe d in the 
c ase of lapses. A donee will receive an annual exemption for 
any lapse of a power to invade principal u p to t he greater of 
$5 , 000 or 5% of the value of the prop erty; any amount in ex-
cess of this amount will be sub j e c t to tax if allowed to lapse 
just as if it had been e xercised . Therefore , a donor of a 
powe r of appointment, might well limit t he donee, for his own 
tax benefit, to the r ight to demand income for h imself in an-
nual increments in a lesser amount than t hese excludable v a lues, 
thus giving automatically a tax free choice to the donee to 
l apse or not a s desired without any tax problem. 
Where the donee is also the trustee, t he power to pay 
income to himsel f or f or his own benefit and simil a r discre-
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tionary powers may be considered a power of invasion and there-
fore taxed as a general power. To avoid such problems one 
might have only adverse trustees authorized to so pay , and/or 
limit the payment to a fixed standard. This f xed s t andard 
approach is also good protection against treatment of releases 
as gifts, because it s not a gift if the instrument requires 
payments out of principal . 
If the donee has t he right to appoint principal or 
income for h is own benefit, it will be taxab l e to him unless 
h e disclaims the right. If he expends income for one whom 
he must support , it will be income taxable to t he amount so 
expended. When the a ppointee is the s on of the donee of t he 
po er is an example in point . 
To sum u p : 
(a) With pre-1942 powers of appointment there is a 
tax only if the power is general and it is exercised. There-
fore it is important to avoid the exercise of such pow ers un -
l ess it is es sential to the ai~s of the over-all estate plan. 
An example of this would be where it is p r eferable to pay t he 
tax rather than allow the t akers in default to re cei~ the pro-
perty. .Special care mus t be taken to avoid unintentional ex-
ercise of the power, in particular by the general residual 
clause in a donee ' s ill. 
(b) With a post-1942 po' er of appointment, prope rty 
subject to t he powe r will be t axed to the donee reoardless 
0 
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if exercised or not if it is unlimitedly exercisable for the 
direct or indirect benefit of the donee. If limited, either 
as to who may receive benefits t o the e x clusion of the donee, 
by fixed standards to the amount passing to the donee, or by 
approval of parties with adverse interests to the donee, t 
will not be taxable to the donee. Only by immedia te l y dis-
claimi ng a general power can the donee escape t ax on t. 
Mere rele a se or lapse, except within certain annual limita-
tions , il l not be of avail in eluding the tax burden. 
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G. Life Insurance 
At de a th, substa11 tial su..rns of cash are required by 
the decedent 's estate to provide payment for last expenses, 
fami ly support, and taxes; t hus considerable liquidity must 
be provided to a void hasty liquidation of assets, a nd cons e quent 
loss. Life insurance is probably the simplest method of in-
suring liquidity to an estate~ One should always remember 
that life insurance, just as any other asset, will affect the 
tax levied on the estate . The way in which life insurance is 
arranged is therefore important to the overall est a te p l a ns. 
To minimize t axes , a s well as to provide maNimum benefits to 
the family, it is essential that life insurance be integrated 
in t o the plan for the distribution of all one's property. 
Under pre sent tax laws# , insurance on one ' s life is 
taxable to one's estate if it is payable to the estate, 
a nd/or if, at death , any of the incidents of ownershipm such 
a s the ri ght to borrow, designate the beneficiary, or select 
the opti ons, are retained. The p resent law has eliminated the 
previously effective "payrnent of premiumn rule. This rule 
sta t ed t ha t e ven if the t'l'>IO above conditions "'Jere met, 
#From an income tax view , the ear nings on the cash value are 
not subject to current income tax, but will be taxed, upon 
surrender of the policy, on the excess of the cash surre nder 
value over the tota l net premiums pa id. 1:'he cash value 
generally earns 2-1/2% or less ; considering the l o ss of 
liquidity and fle x ibility o f the investment under this me thod. 
An high grade tax exempt security would be a better inve stment . 
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the insurance c ould be t axed to t he estate to the ex tent tha t 
t h e decedent dire ctly or indire ctly pays the premium. The 
'indirect clause' was especially troublesome. For exampl e , 
it was considered indire ct payment if a f und was creat ed from 
whose income t he premiums would be paid . 
While the pres ent l aw eliminates this rule , th is 
elimination is considered one of t he less p ermanent revis ions. 
The r efore, if po s:s;ible , i t might b e well to meet this current l y 
ob s ol e te t est. The methods previously used were : 1} n the 
case of new insurance, t he benef ciary (or a third pers on ) 
would take out the policy on t he i nsured's life and p ay the 
premiums on i t, or 2 ) in t he case of outstanding insuran ce , 
the policy would be assigned to the benef i c iar y wi th .i m t o 
pay f r t1.e r p remiums, t h u s having t he policy taxable to the 
de c edent 's estate only to t h e extent th~ he actually pa i d the 
premium. The assignment itself general l y i nvolved a g ift t ax . 
The us c of the irrevocabl e insurance trust in the s e 
c a se s wa s very effective . I n subs t ance, the 1Jirife set up a trus t , 
by gift , whose income would pay the prem l tuns on the insured's 
life , payable to the trust ee, and a t death the i n come and prin -
c ipal pa~:ment to t he ch ildren . Thus n e ither the de cedent's nor 
his wife' s estate woul d be subje ct to t ax on eith~ the original 
corpus of the trust or the insuran c e r e c e ipts . If income as 
pa y ab le to t he children , and principal payable to the grand-
children , estate taxes would be avoided i n the estates of both 
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the parents and the children. However this arrangement re-
quires the wife to have independent sources for the original 
gift, for indirect pa~r:rnent by the husband would i nc l ude the 
insurance in his estate . 
As pointed out above, life insurance is not i n-
cludable in one's estate if no incidents of owne r ship are 
reserved. However desirable tax exemptions may be , the 
special purpose for which the insurance is purchased should 
be cons idered. Many times it is better to forego the tax b en-
ef i ts a nd reserve the right to change t he beneficiary or name 
the alternate beneficiary. Likewise it is a problem whether 
to ransfer any of the other incidents of O'Nnership. The de-
ci sion must be based on the total property situation and the 
n eed for the liquid funds available to t he estate . Savings 
on taxes on the life insurance can be lost many time s if 
other a s s ets have to be liquidated t o mee t the obligations 
of the estate because the assignee refuses to apply his in~ 
surance receipts to such obligations. Also, the gift t ax 
cost if any , of the transfer of ownership mus t be considered. 
If the transfer is to a minor, it will probably be a gift of 
future interest and thus not qualify for the annual exc l usion . 
Another problem presented by t he new law is that, while one is 
allowed to pay the premium, there is a chance, if death occurs 
wi thin three years the proportion o f g ross receipts, not 
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merely the premiums paid, will be included i n one's estate as 
a causa mortis gift; therefoi•e it is desirable not to pay 
premi ums after the transfer of the policy. 
The marital deductim is an important point to be 
considered when d eal:i..ng with life insurance. If the policy 
is payable to the estate, it will be distributed according 
to the instructions in the will, or, if. intestate, by the 
la s of descent. To qualify for the marital deduction, how-
ever, it must be included in the estate, and effectively 
passed to one's wife without r eservati on . No problem will 
arise if the policy is payable to the wife outright. Like-
wis e, no question of qualification will arise if 1) all pay-
ments of in s tallments or interest are payable only to the 
wife# and 2) such payments must be made at least annually or 
3) the wif e has in effect a full general power to appoint or 
otherwise include in her estate any balance left with the in-
surance company at her death, and/or an unlimited right to 
draw principal . 
# Previously, proponents of insurance propounded its advantage 
due to its incone tax saving for the beneficiary under in-
stallment payments. This is no longer so , as the interest 
element of the installments is taxabl e , except that the sur-
viving spouse is exemp~ed from $1,000 per year of thi s in-
terest e lement. Th:i.. s $1 , 000 applies to all the policies of 
the spouse (but if there is more than one spouse, $1,000 
per spouse). " 
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The insurance installment options, incidentally, are an 
excellent method of taking full advantage of the marital 
deduction if the policy is included in the estate, and 
of simply a voiding the ' second ' tax if the policy is not 
included in the ffitate . This is so because, under these 
options, the proceeds are s s t up in a decreasing fund ; th8.t 
is, the beneficiaries spend the annual installments as they 
are pa id, and i t is only the decreasing balance l eft with 
the company that V~Jill be subject to t ax in her estate. 
It must be recoenized , of course, thot the reason for this 
is that the wife has consumed the capital. 
For tax purposes, as well as generally, life 
insurance provides a large amount of flexibility; it is 
applicable under many varied conditions and for many varied 
purposes . For example , a tax free estate of ~··120, 000 . is 
allowed by the 50% marital deduction and the ;;p6o,ooo. speci-
fic exemption. If his assets are l e ss than this amount, and 
one can afford to pay the premium, insurance is an i deal 
method to provide i mmedia t ely this tax-free estate. 
From a corporate point of view, life insurance 
is en excellent method of providing for stock redemp tion. 
From the t ax view~oint, as accumulation of surplus to ur -
chase stock is taxably permissible, an insurance premium 
f~nd and /or its surplus reserve wil l not be held 
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to be an unreasonable accumulation of s u rplus. 
If one desires to give a substantiru_ charitable be-
quest or gift, such as to c reate a scholarship, the life in-
surance charitable trust provi des an ideal vehicle by which 
to do so. If a sufficient sum is amassed and then given at 
once, the amount might exceed the maximum allowable income 
tax deducti. on, and if death occurs before the required amount 
i s amassed, no income tax deduction will result. The solu-
tion might be to assign the policy on one's life irrevocably 
to a trustee with instructions for its payment to the desig-
nated charity. Upon payment of the annual premium, a chari-
table deduction for income tax purposes will be received; 
and at death the insurance proceeds will escape the estat e 
tax. 
Life insurance is an extremely valuable inclusion in 
any estate due to its liquidity and f lexibility. For tax pur-
pos e s, the only sure way to exclude insurance from an estate 
is to divest oneself of al l possible incidents of ownership, 
control, or benefit. It should be remembered that this di-
vesture may well outweigh the possible tax -savings. If in-
cluded in the estate, the eligibility for the marital de-
duction must be considered. Insurance will fully qualify 
for this deduction only if the wife is provided full ef-
fective con trol and ownership of t he proceeds , either during 
her life or at hEr death. 
H. The Marital Deduction 
Property which qualifies for the marital 
deduction is not taxed in one's estate. To qualify, 
property must pass from the decedent to the surviving 
spouse;# this means that the spouse must have outright 
and total ownership of the property. This is so because 
the aim of the deduction is to defer the tax, not eliminate 
it. Thus, while property is not taxed to the husband's 
estate, it will be taxed to the estate of the spouse when 
she dies. The deduction applies to not more than one-half 
of the adjusted gross estate, that is the total estate after 
funeral and administration expenses and debts, but before the 
statutory deduction of $ 60,000. 
Property that passes by will , joint tenancy life 
insurance settlements, intestacy, powers of appointment , 
causa mortis gifts, and any other method by which the 
spouse gains outright control of the property, will qualify 
for the deduction. 
# The "common disaster" clause of wills often defeats 
the marital deduction in that this clause provides that 
each beneficiary will predecease the testator if thev both 
die as the result of a common disaster. As the dedu~tion 
applies only to the surviiing spouse, it must be specified 
that the spouse will be deemed to survive unless the fact 
is to the contrary; by law t he testator will be deemed to 
survive unless he provides otherwise. 
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A terminable interest (an interest that will fail 
due to the occurrence or non-occurrence of an event; the 
most common example is a life interest to a wife until her 
death or remarriage, and then passage of the property to the 
children) ordinarily will not qualify for the marital deduc-
tion. It will qualify however, if (lj the property is placed 
in trus t with life income to the wife, and a general power of 
appointment, or at her death the principal will go to her es-
t ate (2) life insurance under similar settlement options or 
(3) by the terms of the will , the wife must survive t he husband 
by not more than six months and she so does survive. 
One mus t remember that taking advantage of t he 
marital deduction involves giving the wife eventual absolute 
control. The t ax benefit will only ·apply to her; when she 
dies, the property will be taxed to her estate at rates ap-
plicable to her total estate. Therefore, if the wife has pro-
perty of equal or greater amount than the husband , no advantage, 
and oft en a tax disadvantage, is incurred. In addition, under 
these circumstances, the wife would generally expect a high in-
come of her own; with the added income from the marital pro-
perty, she will be taxed in the highest brackets. Thus the in-
come tax cost might outweigh the estate tax savings. However, 
the tax saved on the marital portion gives the wife an added 
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amoun t of capital on which to live ; and if she does not need 
the extra capital, she may minimize the tax liability by 
gradual di sposal of the property by gift, consummation or 
placement in trust. 
The value of the marital deduction is not al a ys 
apprecia ted. It is considered equivalent to cutting t he tax 
in half , but it reduces it by more than half; this is so be-
cause the half deducted is taken off the higher bracket s and 
thus the dollar saving is greater than one-half. It also 
enables one to (1) double his tax-exempt gifts each year {2) 
double his tax-free lifetime gifts (3) makes it possible to 
eliminate all es t a t es under $120,000 from estate tax consid-
eration (i. e . the marital deduction will exempt $60,000 1 and 
the statutory exclusion $60 1 000 l eaving a zero taxab l e balance. 
Howeve r , " the marital deduction is not... . . . • to 
be t aken automat ical y like a vitami n capsule on a genera 
theory that no harm and so me good may result "o~:- . To better 
understand the use of the marital deduction, it can be compared 
with t he split income provisions of the incom e tax. This un-
derstanding is import ant i n deciding when the marital deduction 
may be used to advantage. Basically, the idea is that if one 
-l~ 8, p. 242. 
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spouse had a large estate (or in come ) and the other has little 
or none, t he join t principal a llows each to trea t half the 
total as his or her own. This saves taxes by giving each the 
s t andard deduction, and keeping the accumulated total out of 
the highe r bracket. If the property (or income) of both 
spouses are equal, they are no better off with t he split pro-
visions than they were without them. Thus, in theory, one 
should try to equalize the t wo sets of property (or income}. 
However, if the wife has property of her own, t he tax savings 
for estate purposes is not identical in practice to the theory. 
One p rac tic al consideration may u.pset all the theoretical or 
mathematical calcula tions ; without her husband's earnings, t he 
widow may require the use of her cap ital to live on; there-
fore the two estates w 11 not end up equal. Natural! one can-
not estimate the amount the widow will need t o spend, for this 
depend s on how much income is derived from the c ap ital and h ow 
long she lives. The i mmedl ate tax savings in the husband's es-
tate due to the maximum marital deduction is capital ava lable 
to the widow. Over a period of years, the income from t he a -
ditiona l amount may be considerable. Also the widow's use o~ 
her capital will tend t o reduce her net estate. Thus 
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the advantag e of the marital deduction is often much 
g r eater than the possible disadvantag es of the "se cond" tax. 
Othe r factors also mi ght appear that will curb any doubts 
about t aking the maximum marital deduction. For example, 
in t h e case of the absence of the need to provide for child-
ren, t he wife could leave her estate to charity and thus 
avoid any es tate tax; or the husband's assets ma y consist 
largely of investment in his business , thus making it im-
portant to keep his estate t ax low so as to avoid liquid a-
ti on of part of the business to provide taxes. In both thes e 
c ases , the problem of a second tax on the wife's estate is of 
little importance. 
To sum up so far, at first glance in theory it is best 
to ( eep both estates equal; but whe re the wife has property, 
this wi ll not always work out in practice. 
Therefore , from the practi cal point of view of iw~ediate 
benefit, the maximum deduction should be used. This a ll a s -
sumes the hu sband dies :first; t he contingency of t he wife's 
p rior death should be contemplated. As the husband has hi s 
own re gular income, the wife should not use the marita l deduc-
tion. Rather tha n l e aving her property outright to h im, it 
seems better t o put it in trust with life income to the hus-
b and and the principal to the children at his death. If left 
to him outright, generally more tax will be added to h is es t ate 
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than wou din her own. Tnis all stems from the fact that 
the mari tal deducti en only works to full advantage when the 
spouse with the greater amount of proper t y dies first . 
Tbis apparent defect is mi t igated when one cons ider s that 
the economic damage of the t ax is not suffered by the liv-
ing richer spous e, for he still has full us e of the propert y. 
The tax bur den will be on the children, and even thi s can be 
minimized by t he judicious use of gifts while living . 
To sum up, the crux of whether or not the prop erty 
will qualify for t he marital deduction is whether the spouse 
gets full use of it and/or , if it is not expended , it will 
be taxed to her estate. Full use means that she has the un-
reserved right to i t; if for any reason she may lose that 
right , it will not qualify . The es sence of the marital de-
duction is to g i ve immediate benefit -by the postponement of 
the e state tax to the wife's estate; t herefore , to qualify, 
it must be taxe d in the wife's estate . Therefore, the deci-
s i on is whether or not to pay all or part of the tax in t he 
husband's estate and escape a second (and perhaps a third 
and even fourt h tax , to the extent allowed under 'the rule 
of perpet uities'). The second tax may c ause one to decide 
to fore go the marital deduction because the addition of the 
marital property to the wife's own property will rai s e her 
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t ax br acket and result in a net tax loss. The problem is 
complicated by (1} the State tax has no marital deduction 
{2) the comparat ive amount of property owned by each 
spouse (3) the method of disposition chosen (4) the wife's 
estate may be totally or partially dis s i pated before a 
secon d tax may be levied (5) ·the property value may change 
(6) the life expectancy and effective yield on the post-
poned t ~~ , and (7) the Federal estat e tax rates have a 
smal l different i al , within arge ranges, and therefore the 
ad Jition of the marital property, even when the w fe has a 
substantial amount of her own, may not make much difference . 
TlE refo re, one can see tha t it is difficult to generali ze; 
it is best to make t he specific computations befor.e mak i ng 
a decision. However, in the majority of the cas es , thi s is 
not necessary, because the husband has mos t of the property 
and the wife has very little; therefore , there is no pro -
bl em of an increased se cond tax. In general, one might 
equalize the t wo estates by means of gifts so that each 
spouse will receive the $60,000 exemption and the lowest 
pos sibl e brackets~ Finally, in the ma jority of ordinary 
cases , the maximum use of the marital deduction is most ad-
vant age ous . 
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I. Direct or Indirect Tran smission - 'rhe "Second" Tax 
The general problem involv ed in considering t he ad-
v isability of di r ec t bequests are beyond the scope of this 
discussion. The problem fran a tax point of vie w is t hat 
ou t r i ght bequests ~ill be taxed to the estate of the donee 
a t his de a th, unless t he property is already dissipated . 
Th is i s so even if the p r ope rty was previously t axed to 
the donor's estate, except that credit will be given if 
the previous transfer occurred within ten years .# 
If the donee has the right to invade the principal 
or the unlimited right t o n ame the final beneficiary , t he 
property will be incl uded in his estate. Flexibility can 
be maintained by authorizing t he t rus tee of property in 
trus t to pay some of the pri n cipal t o the done e . Thi s e l im-
inates any se cond tax , yet the discretionary power provides 
for flexibility . Similar considerations must be contemplated 
when choosing the method of se ttlement of life insurance pro-
ce e ds. If payab le to the beneficiary in a lump sum or in-
# For example: If a parent ~eaves $200 , 000 to his son out-
right, the Federal tax is $31,500; if t h e son dies ten 
years l ater, leaving this net es t ate ($168,500) to hi s 
son , .the tax will be $22 , 500; if this grands on dies 
after ten ye a rs , l eaving this net estate ($146,000) to 
his brother, the tax will be $16,400; this leaves a net 
b a lance,to the b enefi ciary of $129,600 . The t otal of t he 
three taxes is $70,400. This does n ot consider State in-
heritance taxes , and the estate costs. By leaving the 
original property to the son in trus t with a life income, 
and the s ame for t he grandson, approximately $40 ,000 in 
taxes are eliminated. 
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stallment s , any unexpended amount in t he beneficiary's pos-
session or in balance with the insurance company is taxable 
to the beneficiary's es t a te. If t he principal is l eft with 
the company, with interest payable to the benefi c i ary, it 
will be taxed if she has the right to withdraw, pay to her 
estate , or designate the ultimate benef iciary. There is no 
t ax if she only has t he right to receive the i nter es t. 
Thus if an i nsurance trus t is created, with income payable 
to the beneficiary , and principa l only at the dis cretion of 
the trustee , material t ax benefits will result . In all 
these situations the beneficiary only has t he right to in-
come; a ll other rights are limited. Thus one of the prac -
tical disadvantages of the use of success i ve estates is 
that they tend to l imi t the life beneficiaries to i ncome , 
and t he ultimat e disposi t ion of t he property is fixed at 
the time of t he original grantor's death. Flexibility may 
be provided, howeve r, by g iving the trustee t he right t o n -
vade , and giving t he life b eneficiary a limi ted power of ap-
point ment . 
The other disadvantage of indi re ct transmission 
is the confl ict with the possible benefits of the marit al 
deducti m , for to benefit from this d educti on, the prope r ty 
must be i n cluded in the spouse 's es tate . 
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The use of success ive estates is espe cially good 
if the donee is other than the spouse; if it is the 
spouse , the problem is not so simple . No tax advantage ac-
crues for outright bequests greater t han the amount nec-
essary to obtai n the maximum marital deduction. Therefore , 
the use of successive estates is to advantage only for the 
amount in excess of the marital deduction. The problem is, 
once again, a case of mathematics . Both devices do essen-
tial l y the sam.e thing, that is, reduce the tax to one tax 
on two estates; one device merely benefits the first es -
tate, and the othe." the second estate . The object i s to 
u s e these two devices so as to mi nimize both estates, and 
t ~us ge t the maximum exemptions and lowest possible tax 
brackets for each. 
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J. Testamentary Trusts 
We have seen that i f property is left outrigh , and 
the ori ginal donees in turn bequeath it again, the prope r ty 
is taxed twice.# But by the use of a testamentary or liv-
ing trust, one can give a beneficiary life income with the 
pr incipal passing to the final beneficiary a t the life t en-
ant's death. By this method, the fund is taxed only once 
' 
at the original donor's death. 
This same principle applies when the care of a idow 
is considered , except here the mari tal deduction is an 
added factor. One-half of the estate may be left tax free 
~o the wife , and only the second half will be subject to 
the double taxation described abovee A solution might be 
to give one-half of the estate out right (or the ri ght to 
income and principal if desired, with the bal ance at her 
death to her estate) and one-half given in trus t with the 
life i n come t o the wife and the principal to the chi ldre 
at her death. 
# An exception is a 100% credit for tax paid on t he same 
property if transferred within the previous t wo years, 
so% if within t wo to four years, 60% if within four t o 
six yea rs, 40% if within six to eight years , and 20% 
within eight to ten years; no credit is allowed aft er 
ten years. Also, the tax on remainder (future ) in-
terests are postponable for six months after the lapse 
of the present interest, at the election of the r e-
cipient. 
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Extra t ax fre e protection may b e a fforded by pro vi s ion s 
for the trustee to p ay the widm>J principal in case of 
emerg ency or to mairt a in a g iven standard of living . 
The u se of the marital deduction is feasible only 
if full control of the property is properly l e ft with 
t he widow. However the trust device can be used even 
if t h e marit al deduction is not feasible . In addition , 
the end benefit for the children must be consid e red. 
One mu$always remember that a tax saving on the 
husband ' s estate may incre a se the tax burden on the 
wife 's esta te . Only by careful computation of the a l -
t e r nat ive possi ~ iliti e s can t h e optimum choice be made. 
By the use of a trust, it is possible, under c ert a i n 
conditions, for one to leave a life income to one ' s 
children, a life intere s t to their children (i.e. o n e's 
g r a ndchildren ) , and the principal to their children 
{i.e. one's g reat-grand c hildren). wbether or no t this is 
applicable depends on the hi ghly technical "rule a ga i n st 
pe r etuities", 1Nh ich we h a ve previously discussed. The 
advan t age of this syst em o f successive estate s , f r om a tax 
point o f view, enables the property to be tax free f o r 
t h r ee o r four ge nerations, r a ther tha n h a ve the p r ope rty 
b e t axed s u ccessively upon the death of e a ch of the inc lu-
ded cenerations. The t ax saving is not 
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on the principal amount alone, but on the savings a t the ad-
ditional tax rate resulting from the ad d ition of the bequest 
to the donee's own p r operty . 
It should be noted that several trusts may be 
used if necessary. One trust could be created to be k pt 
intact, to be used for the marital deduction. A second trus t, 
not t o be used for the mari t a l deduction, could be used to p a y 
the est a te expenses . Conversely , the ·wife should be allowed 
to draw principa l from the first trust, with the second trust 
to be p a ssed intact to Le ch .. dren . 
The use of the charitable t estamentary trust is 
espe cially suited .for those with only cont emporary dependents, 
such as a spous e, sister., E;Jtc. By the use of a trus t wi t h 
i fe income to the benef ciary and the principal to charity 
at her death, the gift of the future int erest value wil creat e 
a substantia tax saving . This amount will provide add' ti ona 
c apit a l from which to provide income for the support of the ben-
eficiary. A common example of this situation would be the n-
stance of the marrie d cou ple with no children. At the husb and's 
death, half of his estate could be left to his wife and one-
half i n such a charitable trust . Thus , she would re c ei "\e a 
life income fro m one-half of the prope rty and the right to prin-
cipal ancl,or income from the second half , with no estate tax 
at all. 
A legal life estate will qualify for the marital 
deduction the same as 'a power of appointment t rus t'; 
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tha t is both will qualify if the wife has t he power to 
dispose of t he property . A ' power of appointment ' trust 
will not qua lify fo r the marital deduction, however, if 
the .income must be accumulate d~ or if it c ontains a sub-
stantial amoun t of non-income producing property {or i f 
the trustee has the discretion to a ccQmulate income for 
wife ' s benefit )# . Th us while one can g ive a life i n~erest 
and a power of appointment without a trust , the trust 
method is ge nerally consid ered to be better, except in the 
· case mf special assets. In add ition to the general reason 
fo r the use of a trust r a ther than a life estate with the 
general power to appoint, fro m the tax point of view (1) 
a s to t he portion of the estate not intended for marital 
d educ tion, if the life tenant can consume capital , that 
capita l covered by this ri ght is included in the life 
t enant's estate, while if the trustee is g iven the dis-
cre ti onary p ower to pay capital, there is no second tax, and 
(2) t he income tax on the income of the life estate is auto-
mat ically taxed to the tenant , whereas with the trust, some 
di scretion may be provided so as to possibly minimize the 
i n come tax. 
# to qualify for the marital deduction as a ' power of 
app ointment' trust, the trustee must be legally obliga ted 
.to (1) convert non-p roductive prope~ty into productive use 
within a reasonable time (2) as a prudent man , decide whethe r 
or not to s e ll it or (3) pay the wife a sum out of other 
assets in lieu of i ncome . 
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The 'beneficial interest' trust, where the re 
is life income to the wife, or other beneficiaries, 
and principal to the wife 's estate, is in contrast to 
the power of appointment trust. Under this beneficial 
interest type of trust there are t wo separate intere s ts, 
one for the life interest snd one for the principal . 
The value of the two may be separated, but if both 
are payable to the wife, the total should equal the 
value of the total principal. The advantage of this 
type of trust is that it is more liberal than the 
strict tpower of appointment ' trust, such as to accumula-
tion of income, etc •. However, there is a problem of valu -
in~ each interest separately if there are two beneficiari e s. 
Only the value of the wife's interest will qualify for the 
marit~l deduction. 
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I V. Massachusetts Inheritance Tax Factors 
Massachusetts has an inheritance tax rather 
than an es.tate tax. The difference betwe en the t wo is that 
an estate tax, such as in effect by the Federal government, 
is levied on the total net estate of t he decedent , wh le the 
inheritance tax is l evied upon each separate transfer to 
each beneficiary, and a t a rat e depending on the amount of 
the transfer and the re lat ionship of the decedent to t he 
beneficiary. 
In general, t he assachusetts rul es are similar 
to the Federal rules; however, several classe s of items are 
exempt under the Mass achu setts rules whi ch are taxable by 
the Federal rule. This apparen t inconsistency s elimin te d 
when the different natures of the taxes are considered. 
The Massachu setts tax is not an estate tax levi ed on the de-
cedent's est a te, a s is the Federal, but a tax on the right 
to receive property, taxable to each recip ie-nt (alth ough :the 
estate may be liable fo r the tax.) 
Inter vivos. trusts , regardless whether or no t 
revocab l e, where the life of the donor is not a f ac tor , are 
not included in the decedent 's estate for State tax purposes . 
The ' li fe of the donor' clause is the important one. Under 
the Massachus etts rule , g ifts or c onveya.nces i ntended to t ake 
effect at or after the death of the grantor are included in 
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his estate. Therefore, a trust with the life income to the 
donor , transfers of real or personal property with a res e r ve 
life int erest or use, or even transactions which a r e com-
l e te on their face, yet in effect provide a life interest, 
ar e includable . Thus a trust with life income to the s pouse 
and principal to the children a t h er death is non-taxable even 
if the donor can revoke it or regain the property. s long 
as t he trust does not depend on the death of the donor, the 
beneficiaries recei w nothing new from his death. The im-
portant point here is not to include any reference, act ual 
or implied, to the death of the donor in the instrument or 
related documents • 
.Anothe: beneficiary of this concept of b enefi-
cial receipt is the holder of the powers of appointment. A 
power of appointment (if created after 9/1/07) is not in-
cludable in the estate of the donee even if it is a general 
power. This is becau s e the donee will not receive t he pro-
p erty at death, even if she had the life interest in it. 
This all is not to imply that by the us e of t h is 
device State tax will be eliminated. At the time of the 
donor's death, the value of the life interest is taxable to 
the donee. As the remaindermen under the power are t h en not 
known , no tax may be levied on them. However, when the re-
mainder is ultimately recei ved, the tax will have to be pa id 
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as if it were received di re ctly from the estate of t he donor , 
not the donee, i. e. , at the highest eff ective rate and r a te 
base bracket in effect at t he death of the origi nal donor. 
Tr...i s tax on the future interest may b e paid at the death of 
the original donor, if desired, to eliminate the future t ax 
liabj_ l ity . On . testamentary trusts with a lif e interest and 
the right to invade principal, the t ax will be pa d on t he 
life interest plus on the amount actually ~i thdra ~n at the 
t ax rate effe ctive at the date of original death. 
everal other tax advantages are ava i lable in 
the form of specific property excluded from tax . Primary 
among these is life insurance payable to name beneficiaries, 
regardless of who paid for it or had control over it. Only 
insurance payable to the estate or t he executor thereof, or 
to one who has the duty t o pay the tax or the debts of the 
estat e is included. 
As does the Federal rule, the Massachusetts r ule 
in clude s property ve s ting by virtue of jointly held property 
rights.# Howevert one big exception to this r ule is available 
in Massachusetts . Here a singl e family residence, or a mul-
tiple .f .smily residence up to $25 , 000, occupied by a married 
couple as their home and held as t enants hy t he ent i rety , will 
be excluded from State tax. (However, make sure this property 
i Under Massachusetts law, jointly held property will bear 
its s har e of the tax, unl ess the deceased owner declares 
to the cont rary in his will . 
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will be included in the marital deduction property for Fed-
eral tax purpos es , as the Federal tax cost otherwise will 
exceed the Sta te tax saving.) 
Another benefit available under the Mass achusetts 
rules is the time limit under 'contemplation of death' trans-
fers . The l imit of applicabi.lity of this rule is t wo years, 
rather.than the Federal three years . If given within one 
year of death, the burden of pro of is on the es t ate, while 
if wi thin one to two years , t he mere weight of evidence by 
either party will carry. 
The disadvantages of the Massachusetts rul es are 
primarily (1) no marital deduction is al l owed and (2) the de-
duction tor Federal estate tax pa.:i.d is limited to such tax 
levied on property subject to the Massachusetts tax. 
It should a l so be remembered that the Federal law 
allows for a credit against the Federa l tax for any death tax 
paid to the state, but only p.p to a certain maximum amount, 
regardless of the actual State tax paid . Thi s State t ax a -
ways will be at least as much .as the maximum allowable Fed-
eral credit by r eason of the 'Additional tax' designed 
specifically to take u p the gap, if any, between the computed 
State tax and the maximum Federal credit. 
Another point to be remembered is that the State 
tax often is relatively more of a factor in smaller es t ates 
because of the smal l er exemption (i.e. $10 , 000 each for 
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spouse, parents 11 children, and $1, 000 for grandchildren) 1 
with the provision that if the amount of the exemption is 
exceeded, it is no longer effective and the tax will be lev-
ied from the first dollar up. On the positive side, the State 
tax rates are much lower than t he Federal r a t es, and are 
spread over several bases (i. e. one for each beneficiary) 
rather than one total amount. 
Generally speaking, one should plan that the over-
all Massachusetts inheritance t ax will be greater t han the al-
lowable Federal credit therefor. While dollar-wise , the St ate 
tax may be considerable, its rates are comparatively low, and 
much lo'ter than the Federal tax . ..lllso certain specific ex-
empt ions are available under the Massachusetts rule tha t a re 
not under the Federal. All in all, whi le one should be cog-
nizant of the applicabl e State inheritance t ax, one's ma jor 
tax c are still remains with the Federal estate tax. 
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V. Conclusion. 
"The power to tax •••• {can) ••• • do a multitude of 
••••• things which are good or bad according to which side 
of the tracks you live on, which Sunday school you go to , 
whether you prefer Karl Marx's beard to Roger Babson's, and 
whose ox is being gored."~:· 1'fe , however , have n ot contemplated 
the propriety of our tax laws, but merely consider them as a 
factor affecting t he transmission of wealth. 
The present high tax structure has created a dif-
ficult problem if a reasonable part of one's property is to 
be passed on to others. Many people strive t o accummu a te 
prope r ty, ye t do not exerc i se the same care n preserving it. 
Some do no t even draw a will. Those who do generally con-
sider that they have done enough. Comparatively few con-
sciousl y extend their plannlng to t he other ef fective means 
of preserving prope rty for one's heirs, such as by t he use of 
lifetime gifts, 'living trusts ' , i nsurance, etc. 
Many have no realization of the thoroughness of 
the tax system. They may feel that their estate is not of 
; 
sufficient size to be subject to a substantial tax . They do 
not realize that even i f an estate is a pparently less t har1 
$60 ,000, the statuatory exemption, t ax planni ng shoul d be con-
~"' 1, P• 303. 
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sidered because (1 1 the estate may be larger than believed, 
e.g., property believed mmed by another' nevertheless may be 
included in one's own estate (e.g., life insurance, joint 
t enancy property, e tc .) (2) government valuat ion of one 's as-
sets, s uch as business interests, may exceed one's on valua~ 
i on of such property (3) the ~¥60,000 deduction is not guaran-
teed, e.g., the exemption was originally $100 , 000 and then re-
duced to the current $60,000. In 1949, a bill was introd ced 
in Congress to further reduce it t o $ 30 , 000. It has ofte 
been suggested that Congress look to the Estate tax for new 
revenue. similar history has occurred with the income tax: 
originally3 the high exemptions and exclusions minimized the 
real effect of the tax ; now everyone is subject t o substan-
ti 1 tax contribution. 
Many people also overlook that any tax saving i s 
ne t . $20,000 earned might increase one's wealth by only 
$10,000 after t axes; ut if the ~~20,000 we re tax savings , 
the i crease would be the full $20,000. 
To many of u s, mention of taxation and the rans-
mission of realth refers primarily to the death tax levied ·on 
an estate . Those o.f us who .fall pre y to this common m s c on-
ception are overlooking the simple .fact that the simplest 
me thod of avoiding estate tax is to minimize the pot ent ial es-
tate whi ewe still live • . We must not , however , jump to the 
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conclusion that the solution to the problem is merely t o 
give away our property . In additio n to the obvious econ-
omic and personal drawbacks t o such a c ourse of a cti on , it 
is n ot even to our best t ax advant age to so behave . 
The int egratio n of all the devices avai able for 
the transfer of property , both du ring life and a t death, is 
the answer . The judicious use of gifts and creation of 
trusts, while li ving , has an excellent plac e in t he ov er a 1 
estate tax program . The drawbacks to too enthusiastic adop-
tion of such a program is the irrevocable nature of t h , 
act. on required to eliminate such property from the e s tate. 
Nevertheless , some use of gifts is of advantage wi t hin the 
tax exclusions provided. Such exclusions inclu de the a nnual 
exclusion of $3 , 000 plus a lifetime exempt ion of $30,0 . , 
ith the mar i tal j o int gift provisions~ thes e swns may be 
doubled. The use of a trust will provide more flexibility 
in the distribution program . Besides eliminating the pro-
perty from the estate, and a l so the i ncome produced f rom s ue 
prope rt y , the trust may be used to avoid the "second' tax on 
the property to the immediate donee .. By the f l exible 1: at re 
of the instrument, the immediate beneficiary may possess a l-
most c omplete enjoyment of the property , yet the pr ope rty 
will not be subject to estate tax unt il it finally ves 8 with 
the u l timate taker . 
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As has been pointed o~t , while lifetime t rans-
m· ssion is bo t h effective and advantageous, its irrevocable 
n a ture limit s its ove r - extensive use in mos t c ases. Thus t h e 
real problem of estate taxation arises at death. The refore 
it is e s sential that the na ture and problems of the t es tamen-
tary transmission of property be ful l y canprehended. 
Several problems involving t ax considerations 
arise immediately at d eath . The requirement for ready sums 
of cash to pay death taxes requires liqu i di t y in t h e e s tate; 
the distribution of the pro p erty wil l in volve considera ion 
of who will bear the burden of the tax , and wha t tax deduction 
will be made ava i lable, e specia~_ ly as regards the flmari tal 
deduction' . In addit on , the r ecognition of exa ctly what is 
incl uded in t he es tat e and its proper valuation may not be 
apparent without full examination of a ll ass e ts. he use of 
joint tenancy, powers of appointment , and life in urance all 
may have their value from the point of view of assured re-
ceipt , flexibility, liqu idity, etc. But we must remain aware 
of the tax problems involved with their use , especially the 
question of their includibility in the t axable estate . 
One of the major decisions to be made in planning 
t.est a..-rnentary distributi on is the respective value of direct · 
v ersus indire c t transmission . From the tax viewpo i nt, dire c t 
transmis s ion will qualify the property for the marital de-
duction, but generally will requirG a second t ax to be paid 
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at the death of the immedi ate recipient; indirect trans-
mission, such as by use of the testamentary trust , will avoi d 
these taxes on each s~cess ive estat e . 
One final consideration is the effect and the amount 
o the State inheritance tax consequences. Because of the addi-
tionally exempt items and the lower rates, however, this pro-
blem is generally of a secondary nature . 
All in all, there is no simple answer to the pro-
blem of the taxa tion on the transmis sion of wealth, either liv-
ing or testamentary . Each case is an individual matter , in~ 
volving different desires and purposes. Each of the matters 
di scussed herein is important, not as the solution to the quan-
dry, but as a possibility to be pondered, both as to its advan-
tages and its disadvantages. The factors primarily to be con-
sidered a re those fundamental to the basic estate plan; the 
tax factor is only one single item involved. From all points 
of view, as wel l as from the t ax viewpoint, an integrated pro .. 
gram of li ving and test~nentary distribution will pro vide the 
maximum r esults. Tax-wise, tbi s integrated plan will be able 
to obtain the maximum benefits from t he different tax exclu-
sions, exemptions, and joint marital ownership provided by 
the t ax l aws . 
Act no poi nt have we attempted to present a full 
technical p resentation of the subject; neither mm we en-
deavored to compile a handbook for the computation of the sev -
eral applicable taxes ; both of these approaches are obtainable 
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from various other sources. Our aim, which we hope has been 
successful, has been to afford to t he reader insight into the 
various avenues of a pproach avai lable in th e establishment 
of a successful estate plan , with t he primary a i m of a chiev-
ing the essential purpose p f the plan with the minimum tax 
burden. 
APPENDIX A 
Example of 
Saving Taxes 
by 
Estate Planning*# 
There are three important ways to reduce Federal taxes on 
the typical estate, such as that mentioned herein: 
1. By eliminating the unnecessary 
second set of taxes on certain 
prqperty going eventually to 
the children; 
2. By taking advantage of the 50% 
Marital Deduction; 
3. By the use of gifts. 
Four different methods of distributing an estate give four 
different dollar results. 
To Illustrate: 
-
A man is worth $300,000. His wife owns no property in her 
own name. 
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His first estate objective is to provide adequate income for 
his wife as long as she lives and he desires that the property 
is then to go to the children. 
The desired estate objectives can be achieved in various ways, 
but ••• the cost varies widely, as explained below: 
~~12 
# For simplification, only Federal Estate Tax is considered 
in the succeeding examples. A portion of the state taxes 
may be absorbed in the Federal EState Tax. Principal value 
of investments is assumed to remain unchanged. Some Admini-
stration cost are necessarily estimated throughout. 
PROGRAM 1 
(saves Marital Deduction only)# 
Husband leaves outright to 
Subtract: 
Federal estate tax 
Administration expense 
Wife receives • • • • • • 
She uses income only, and 
intact to children in her 
Subtract: 
Federal estate tax 
Administration expense 
his wife in his 
$16,220 
12 2 000 
• • • • • • • • 
leaves property 
Will. 
$50, 973 
10,871 
• 
Will • • • 
• • • • • 
Children receive •• • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Less any additional 
shrinkage caused by 
additional state taxes 
Under this program the children would receive: 
I 88,771 from an original estate of ~ 100,000 123,135 from an original estate of 150,000 153,582 from an original estate of 200,000 $ 209,936 from an original estate of ~h 300,000 
I 317,664 from an original estate of I 500,000 574,398 from an original estate of · 1,000,000 2,084,447 from an original estate of . 5,000,000 
$300,000 
282220 
$271,780 
61 2 844 
$209,936 
# Vfuere Marital Deduction is taken, wife also r eceives income 
for life on amount of estate tax deferred until wife's death. 
PROGRAM 2 
(saves unnecessary second set of taxes only) 
Husband leaves in a trust for the lifetime 
benefit of his wife ••••••• •• •••• • 
Principal at her death to go to children. 
(Trust does not qualify for marital deduction) 
Subtract: 
Federal estate tax 
Administration expense 
$59,100 
12,000 
Wife receives income from husband's estate 
during her lifetime. 
Children receive • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
$ 300,000 
71,100 
$228, 900 
Less any additional 
shrinkage caused by 
additional state taxes 
Saving to family 
$18,964 
Compared with Program No. l, the most expensive way 
Program No . 2 accomplishes essentially the same ends as No. 1. 
Yet where this program is used: 
The saving is I 3,149 on an original estate of 100,000 The saving is 4,645 on an original estate of 150,000 
The · saving is 8,118 on an original estate of 200,000 
The saving is 18,964 on an original estate of 300,000 
The saving is f 42,236 on an original estate of 500,000 
The saving is t 96,902 on an original estate of · 1,000,000 
The saving is 411,153 on an original estate of 5,000,000 
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PROGRAM 3 
(saves both Marital Deduction and second, unnecessary 
set of taxes on as much of property as possible) 
Hus band leaves in two trusts 
Administration expense 
Amount placed in 
Marital Deduction Trust Ai~ 
Subtract: 
Federal estate tax 
on wife's death 
• • • • • • • • 
Amount placed in Trust B 
(similar to trust in Program 2) 
Subtract: 
Federal estate tax 
on husband's death 
Children receive (add 1 and 2) •••••••••••• 
$300,000 
12 000 
$288!ooo 
$144,000 
16 220 $127!780 (1) 
$144,000 
16,220 
$127,780 (2) 
$255,560 
Less any additional 
shrinkage caused by 
additional state taxes 
Saving to .family 
$45,624 
Compared with Program No. 1, the most expensive way. 
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Program No. 3 accomplishes essentially the same ends as No. 1. 
Yet where this program is used: 
The saving is 7,229 on an original estate of 100,000 
The saving is 19,425 on an original estate of. 150,000 
The saving is 30,258 on an original estate of 200,000 
The saving is 45,624 on an original estate of 300,000 
The saving is 72,936 on an original estate of 500,000 
The saving is . 145,402 on an original estate of 1,000,000 
The saving is 875,953 on an original estate of 5,000,000 
{~This trust gave wife income for li.fe, payable at least 
annually. She had general power of appointment o.f 
principal by Will. Assuming she does not exercise this 
power, under the terms of the trust, the children receive 
the property at .wife 1s death. 
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PROGRAM 4 
(saves both Marital Deduction ~second, unnecessary set 
of estate taxes and takes advantage of gift tax savings) 
Husband's estate ••••••• • •••• •• • $300,000 
25% of estate placed in Gift Trust for 
children, with wife's full consent. 
One-half of remaining adjusted gross 
estate placed in Marital Deduction 
Trust A, remainder in Trust B to save 
second, unnecessary set of estate 
taxes (see Program 3) 
Subtract: 
Gift tax $ 488 
Federal estate tax on 
husband's estate (Trust B) 
Federal ,estate tax on 
wife's estate (Trust A) 
Administration expenses 
Children receive 
6,508 
6,508 
8,981 22,485 
$277,515 
Less any additional 
shrinkage caused by 
additional state taxes 
Saving to family 
$6'7,5'79 
Compared with Program No.1, the most expensive way. 
Program No. 4 ac complishes essentially the same ends 
Yet where this progr~m is used: 
The saving is $ 8,229 on an original estate of 
The saving is 22,365 on an original estate of 
The saving is 38,97.8 on an original estate of 
The saving is 6'7,579 on an original estate of 
The saving is 110,458 on an original estate of 
The saving is ~ 213,304 on an original estate of 
The saving is '1, 351,425 on an original estate of 
as No. 1. 
$ 100,000 l 150,000 200,000 
300,000 
b 500,000 ~h , ooo, 000 
$5,000,000 
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APPENDIX B 
Federal Estate Tax Table 
Taxable Estate be~ore $60,000 Exemption 
Tax on 
Colunm. 1 
(1) (2) A~ter Credit ~or Rate on 
From To State Taxes excess 
-
0 60,000 0 0 
60,000 65,000 0 3 
65,000 70,000 150 7 
70,000 80,000 500 11 
80,000 90,000 1,600 14 
90,000 100,000 3,000 1 8 
100,000 110,000 4,800 21.2 
110,000 120,000 6,920 24.2 
120,000 150,000 9,340 27.2 
150,000 160,000 17,500 26.4 
160,000 200,000 20,140 28. 4 
200,000 300,000 31,500 27.6 
300,000 310,000 59,100 26.8 
310,000 500,000 61,780 28.8 
500,000 560,000 116,500 28.0 
560,000 700,000 133,300 31.0 
700,000 810,000 176,700 30.2 
810,000 900,000 209,920 32.2 
900,000 1,060,000 238,900 31.4 
Massachusetts Inheritance 
Tax Taole 
The Massachusetts Inheritance Tax rates vary with the 
relationship of the beneficiary to the deceased. 
Cla ss 
A Husband, wife, father, mother; child, adopted 
child, adoptive parent, grandchild 
B Lineal ancestor, except father or mother; lin-
eal des.cendant, except child or grandchild; 
lineal descendant of adopted child; lineal 
ancestor of adoptive parent; wife or widow 
of a son; husband .or a daughter 
. ' 
C Brother, sister, half brother, half sister, 
nephew, .niece, stepchild or stepparent 
D .All others 
~ B c D 
on 1st $ 10,000 1% 21% 4% 6% 
on next 15,000 2 3 6 8 
" " 
25,-000 3 5 8 9 
II 
" 50,000 4 6 10 10 II 
" 150,000 5 7 11 11 
" 
II 250,000 . 6 8 12 12 
" 
II 2"50,000 7 9 13 13 
" 
tl 250,000 8 10 14 14 
" 
tl 250,000 9 11 15 . 15 
A 23% surtax is levied on the above amounts, to give the 
total Massachusetts tax. An additional tax is levied, if 
necessary, to insure a minimum state tax at least equal 
to the Federal estate tax credit. 
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APPEND-IX L> 
GIFT TAX RATES (1943 to PRESENT) 
Taxable Gifts Tax Rate on Next Bracket 
--
$ .$ 2 1/4% 
5,000 112.50 5 i/4 
10,000 375 8 1/4 
20.,000 1,200 10 1/2 
30,000 2,250 13 1/2 
40,000 3, 600 16 1/2 
50,000 5,250 18 3/4 
60,000 7,125 21 
100,000 15,525 22 1/2 
250,000 49,275 24 
500,000 109,275 26 1/4 
750,000 174,900 27 3/4 
1,000,000 244,275 29 1/4 
1,250,000 317,400 31 1/2 
1,500,000 396,150 33 3/4 
2,000,000 564,900 36 3/4 
2,500,000 748,650 39 3'/4 
3,000,000 947,400 42 
3,500,000 1,157,400 44 1/4 
4,000,000 1,378,650 47 1/4 
5,000,000 1,851,150 50 1/4 
6,000,000 2,353,650 52 1/2 
7,000,000 2,878,650 54 3/4 
8,000,000 3,426,150 57 
10,000,000 4,566,150 57 3/4 
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